
of component execution, it would appear that the process
model presented in Figure 6.2a pest, defined task
performance on Semidegenerate (A:A::B:B) forced choice
geometric analogy items.

Semidegenerate (A:B::A:B)
Task strategy Types

Geometric Analogy Subjective

It wil be recalled from the section Semidegenerate Forced
Choice Geometric ffilalogy(Format A:B::A:B) Subjective Task
strategy Types in Chapter 5, that in terms of performance
components adopted and order of component execution, two
dominant subjective task strategy types were identified
from subjects post hoc introspective reports relating to
the 1 element - 1 transformation Semidegenerate (A:B::A:B)
geometric analogy example.

Twenty-nine sUbjects (48%) :.r-Iaportedemploying the first of
these dominant strategy types. A schematic flow chart of
this strategy type is presented in Figure 6.3a.

subjeots employing this dominant strategy type begin
analogy solution by encoding the first analogy term, and
then the second analogy term. Next they infer the relation
between the first two analogy terms. The subjects L~en
encode the third analogy term and, followil'lgthis, map the
relation
options
from the

between the first and third terms, The two answer
are then encoded. Subjects then attempt to apply

third term to each answer option a relation
analogous to the one inferred betweel1the first and second
terms. Subjects would then respond with either "A" or lIBlI,

thereby completing the analogy problem.

Three variations of this strategy type were identified.
These variations apparently arose as a result of subjeots
employing either a
application process.

self-tel:'minating or exhaustive,
The first of these variations,
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Encode Ai

IBncode Bl

IInfer Al -) Bl

I
encode A2

IHap Al -> Al

Encode 82 jptians A & III -

I
t Apply A2 -) B2

I
Respond

Figure 6.3 {al Nematic flow chart of the first dominant subjective task strategy tyre applicable to
Semidegenerate {A:B: :A:BI item solution.

Variations of this process

As applicable to.l elemen~ • 1 transformation Semfdegenerate {A:B::A:BI ites solution.
111 self-terminating, irrespective of which answer option was cotl:'ect - employed by thirteen

subjects {2W.
121 Erhaustil'e, irrespective of which answer aptian was eorteot: - employed by four subject/i

mi.
131 self-terminating if first answer option correct, and exhaustive if second an,wer aptian

correct - employed by twelve subjects {2011.

As applicable to 3 element - 3 t·" "formation Semidegenerate {AlB: :AIBI iteg solution.
111 Exhaustive, irrespective of which .nswer aptian was correct - ewployed by eleven subjects

{WI.

{li Self-terminating if first answer option norrect, and exhaustive 1s second answer option
correct - employed by twelve subjects {201l.
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Encode Al

!
Encode 81

I
Infer Al -) 81

IEncode A2

\
Hap Al ->A2

I
Encode 82 IOption A & 8}

I
I Apply 81 -> 82

IRespond

Figure 6.3 Ib} Schematic flow chart of the second dominant subjective task strategy type applicable to
Se~idegenmte IA:B: :A:S} item solution.

va;ations of this process
As appli()o!ble to.! element - 1 transforaation Sewldegenerate (A:BIIA:8) item solution.

(l) Self-terminating, imspec'tive of which answer option was correct • employed by nine
subjects (1St).

(2) Exhaustive, Irrespective of which answer option was correct - employed by twelve subjects
(20t) •

(3) Self-terminating if first answer option correct, and exhaustive if second option correct -
eJiployed by ten subjects 1l7l).

As applicable to 3 element - 1 transformation Sewidegenerate (A:B: :A:B) itel! solution.

III Exhaustive, irrespective of which answer option as correct - employed by eighteen subjects
(Jot) •

(2) Selt-terminating if first answer option correct, and elha'lstive if mood answer option
correct - esployed by nineteen subjeots (l2!)'
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employed by thirteen subjects (22~). involved a
self-terminating application process, irrespective of whi.ch
al'tsweroption was the correct ohe. '.rhesecond variation,
IP.mplc.yadby fr'lr subjects (7%). involved an exhaustive
application process, irrespective of ~.,[.ichanswer option
was the correct one. The third variation employed by
twelve sUbjects (20%), involved a self-terminating
application process if the first answer option was correct,
and an exhaustive application process if the second answer
option was correct.

Thirty-one subjects (52%) reported employing the second
dominant strategy type. A schematic flow chart of this
strategy type is presented in Figure 6.3b.

subjects employing ·t
analogy solution L.
then the second analogy
between the first two ' '..
encode the thil;'danal09J terv·L

relation between the first

strategy type begin
~t ,~alogy term, and

'~fer the relation
....subjects then

1 r this map the
I - terms. The

two answer options are then enCOC1E:.~.1. _l1gencoded the
two answer options, subjects attempt to apply from the
second 'term to each answer option in order to identify the
answer option identical to the second term. subjects wou Ld
then l;'espondeither IIA" or "B", thereby completing the
analogy problem.

Three variations of this dominant strategy type were
identified. Again, these variations apparently arose as a
result of subjects emplo':ingeither a self-terminC'.tingor
exhaustive application process. The first of these
variatio~s, em~loye~ by nine subjects (15%), involVed a
self-terminating application process irrespective of which
answer option was correct. The second variation, employed
by blelve subjects (20%), involved an exhaustive
applicatiop process, irrespective of which answer opt~on
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was the correct one. The third variation, employed by ten
subjects (17%), involved a self-terminating application
process if the first answer option was correct, and an
exhaustive application prooess if the second answer option
was the correct one.

It was noted previously in the sectlo,l Semidegenerate
Geometric Analogy (Format A:B::A:B)

Task strategy Types in Chapter 5, that in terms
components adopted and order f component
dominant subjective task strategy types,

those identified for the 1 element 1
transformation semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) geometric analogy

identified from subjeots' post hoc
reports relating to the 3 element 3
semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) geometric analogy

Foroed
Subjective

Choioe

of performance
execution, two
identical to

example,
introspective
transformation
example.

Twell"ty-'threesubjects (38%) reported employing the first of
these dominant strategy types, Sce Figure 6.3a earlier in
this section for the schematic flow chart of 'thisstrategy
type. since this strategy type has been described
previously, in the discussion pertaining to the 1 element -
1 transformation semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) geometric
analogy example', it will not be described again. It is,
however, important to note that two variations of this
strategy type were identified. These variations were
apparently attributable to subjects employ ,lg either a
self-terminating or exhaustive application process. The
first of these variations, employed by eleven subjects
(18%), inVolved an exhaustive application process,
irrespeotive of which answer option WI'lSthe correct one.
The second variation, employed by twelve subjects (20%)t
involved a self-terminating application pro~ess if the
first answer option waS correct, and an exhaustive
appliQation process if the second answer option was
oorreot.
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Thirty-seven subjects (62%) reported employing the second
dominant strategy type. See Figure 6.3b earlier in th:s
section for a sChematio flow chart of this strategy type.
sinoe this strategy type has been discussed previously, in
the disoussion pertaining to the 1 element 1
transfol."tnationsemidegenerate (AlB: :A:B) geometric analogy
example, it will not be described again. It is, however,
important to note tha~ two variations of this strategy type
were identified. These variations were apparently
attributable to subjects employing either a
self-terminating or exhaustive application process. The
first of these variations, employed l?yeighteen subjects
(30%), involved an exhaustive' applioation process,
irrespective of which answer option was the correct one.
The second Variation, employed by nineteen subjects (32%),
involved a self-terminating a.pplication process if -t.he
first answer option was correct, and an eXhaustive
application
correct.

process if the seCond answer option was

The preceding discussion of SUbjects post hoc introspective
reports relating to the solution of both 1 element - 1

transformution
semidegenerate

and 3
(A: B: :A:B)

element
forced

3 transformation
choice geometric analogy

items reveals a number
research. Firstly, in

of issues relevant to the present
terms of performance components

adopted and order of oomponerrc exeoution, SUbjective task
strategy reports suggest the dominance of two strategy
types for both 1 element - 1 transformation and 3 element -
3 transformation semidegenerate (A:B: :A:B) items (see
Figures 6.3a and 6.3b earlier in this seotion for schematic
flow charts of these strategy types). The major difference
between these strategy types being that the strategy type
presented in
third term to
presented in
seoond term

Figure 6.3a involves application from the
each answer option, whereas the strategy type
F'igure 6.3b Lnvo lvee application from the

to dach answer option. secondly, and possibly
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more significant to the present study, is that the two
dominant subjective task strategy types identified from
subjects I post hoc introspective reports relating to 3
element 3 transformation Semidegenerate (A:B::A:13) items
wez e identical to those reported for the solution of 1

element
items.

1 transformation semidegenerate (A:B::A:B)
Thus, it would appear that despite the increase in

both the number of elements per analogy term, as well as
the number of transformations between analogy terms, the
identical two strategy types dominate. This would suggest
that, on the basis of subjective strategy reports, for
semidegenerate (A:B: :AtB) forced choice geome·tric analogy

item compiexity fail to elicitinitems, increases
meaningful strategic variations on the part of subjects in
order to overcome increases in mental workload and maintain
high standards of task performance. Thirdly, on the basis
of subjective task strategy reports, variations of the
dominant strategy types repOrted for both 1 element - 1

transformation and 3 eLement; 3 transformation

As noted e"rlier in
item solution were identified.
this section 'these variations

semidegenerate (A:B::A:13)

apparently arose as a result of subjects employing either a
self-terminating or exhaustive application process. Three
variations of both dominant strategy types relating to 1
element 1 transformation Semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) item
solution were identified. These variations were discussed
previ,ously in this section

Two variations of both dominant strategy types pertaining
to 3 element - 3 transformation Semidegenerate (A:B::A:B)
iter,\ solution were identified. A.gain, these variations
wer'? discussed previously in this section. It is, howevez-,
important to note that subjects post hoc introspective
reports relating to both 1 element - 1 transformation and 3
elr:!ment. 3 transformation samidegenel:;ate (A:B: :AIE) item
solution .revealed that order of answer options, i.e., which
answer option ",ascorrect (A or B) was a 'determining factor
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of the type of application process employed. Where the
first answer optiu., was
strategy type variation

correct, subjects employing this
would employ a self-terminating

application prooess and where the second answer option was
correot, these subjects would employ an exhaustive
application process. This pattern was found to be more
prominent in the subjective task strategy reports relating
to the solution of 3 element 3 transformation
Semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) items than those relating to the
solution of 1 el'ment 1 transformation Semidegenerate
(A:B::A:B) items.

Therefore, based on subjects post hoc introspeotive reports
regarding performance components adopted and order of
component execution, it would appear that the prooess
models presented in Figure 6.3a and 6.3b best define task
performance on Semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) foroed choioe
geometric analogy items.

Nondegenerat:e Geometric Analogy subjective Task S'trategy
Types

It will be recalled from the sect.ionNondegenerate Forced
Choice Geometric Analogy Subjective Task strategy 1jpeS in
Chapter 5, that in terms of performance oomponents adopted
and order of component execution, four dominant subjective
task strategy types were identified from subjeotsl post hoc
introspective reports relating to the 1 element 1
transformation Nondegenerate geometric analogy example.

Thirty-seven subjects (61%) reported employing the first of
the8e dominant strategy types. A ichematic flow chart of
this strategy type is presented in Firure 6.4a.

Subjects employing this strategy type begin analogy
solution by encoding the first analogy term, and the.nthe
seoond analogy term. Next they infer the relation between
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the first and second analogy tennS The subjects then
enoode the third analogy term. Following this, the two
answer options were enooded. Subjects then attempt to
apply from the third term to each answer option a relation
analogous to the one inferred between the first and seoond
terms. Subjects would then respond with either "AH or "B",
thereby completing the analogy problem.

Three variations cf this strategy type were identified.
These variations apparently arose as a result of subjeots
employing
application
employed

either a
process.

by twelve

self-terminating or
The first of these

subjects' (20%)r

exhaustive
variations,
involved a

self-terminating application process I irrespective of
which answer option was the correct one. The second
variation, employed by seventeen subjects (28%), involved
an exhaustive application process, irrespective of which
anSWer option was the correct one. The third variation,
employed by eight subjects (13%), involved a
self-terminating application process if the first answer
option WaS correct, and an exhaustive application process
if thu second answer option was correct.

Eight subjects (14%) reported employing the second dominant
strategy type., A schematic flow chart of this strategy
type is presented in Figure 6.4b.

Subjects employing this strategy type begin analogy
solution by encoding the first analogy term, and then the
second analogy term. Next they infer the relation between
the first and second analogy terms. The subjects then
encode the third ~nalogy term and, following this, map the
relation between the thi.rd and second terms. The two
answer options are then encoded. SUbjects then attempt ~v
apply from the third term to each answer option a rp:ation
analogous to the qne inferred between the first and second
termS. Subjects would then respond with 'lilither"A" or "BIt,
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thereby completing the analogy problem.

Two variations of this strategy type were identified.
These variations apparently arose as a result of subjects
employing either a self-terminating or exhaustive
application process. The first of these variations,
emploYGd by four subjects (7%), involved a self-terminating
application process; irrespective of which answer option
was correot. The second variation, employed by four
SUbjects (7%), involved an eXhaustive application prooess,
irrespeotive of which answer-option was oorreot.

Twelve subjeots (20%) reported employing the third dominant
strategy type. A schematic flow ohart of this strategy
type is presented i~ Figure 6.40.

Subjects employing this strategy type bp.gin analogy
solution by encoding the fi:rstanalogy term, and then the
second analogy term. Next they infer the relation between
the first and second terms. The subjects then encode the
third analogy term and, following this, map the relation
between the third and second terms. The two answer options
are then encoded. SUbjects then attempt to apply from the
second term to each answer opti"''''in order to identify the
answer option whose elements haY' ~ndergone transformations
identioal to those having taken place between the first and
second terms. Subjects would then rl"'Jondwith either "A"
or "B" I thereby completing the analog' roblem.

Three variations of this strategy type were identified.
These variations apparently arose as a result of subjects
employing either a self-terminating or exhaustive
application process. The first of these Variations,
employed by two subjects (3%), involved a self-terminating
application process, irrespective of which answer option
was correot. The seoond variatj)n employed by eight
subjects (13%) I involved an exnaus+Lve applioation prooess,
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irrespective of which answer option was correct. The third
variation, employed by two subjects (3%), involved a
self-terminating applioation prooe.ss if the first answer
option was correct, and an exhaustive application process
if the second ansW'eroption was correct.

Three subjects (5%) reported employing the fourth dominant
strategy type. A schematic flow chart of this strategy
type is presented in Figure 6.4d.

Subjects employing this analogy type begin analogy solution
by encoding the first analogy term, and then the second
analogy 'term. Next they infer uhe relation between the
first and the second analogy terms. The subjects then
encode the third analogy term and, following this, map the
relation
options
from the

between the first and third terms. The t~loanswer
are then encodea. Subjects then attempt to apply

third term to each answer option a relation
analogous to the one inferred between the first and second
terms. SUbjects would then respond with eitp"lr"A" or liB",
thereby completing the analogy problem.

Two variations of this strategy type were identified.
These variations apparently arose as a result of subjects
employing eitper a self-terminating or exhaustive
application process. The first of these variations,
employed by one subject (2%), involved a self-terminating
application process, irrespective of whioh answer option
was correct. The second variation, employed by two
subjects (3%), involved an exhaustive application process,
irrespective of which answer option was correct.

It was noted previously in the section Nondegenerate
Forced Choice Geometric Analogy Subjective Task strategy
Types in Chapter 5f that in terms of performance
components adopted I order of component exeoution, nature of
inference, mapping and application procedures (i.e.I
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Enoode A

IBncode B

IInfer A -) 8

\
Encode C

I
Encode D loptions A & HI

\
AppJy C ->D

I
Respond

Figure 6.4 la} schmiic flow chart of the first dominant subjective task strategy type applicable to I
element - 1 transformation Hondegenerate item solution.

variations of this process

II} Self-terminating, irrespective of which answer option was correct - elllpJoyp.d ,
subjeots I20~).

Il} Exhaustive, irrespective of which answer options was correct - employed bi seventeen
subjects 128tJ. .

13! Self-terminating jf first answer option correct, and exhaustive if second answer option
correct - employed by eight subjects 113t}.
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EDCr A

Encode B

IGfJ A ->8

I
Encode C

I
Hap C ->8

! .Encode D (OptIons A £ 81

I
t Apply C ->D. I

Respond

Figure 6.4lbl Schematic flow chart of the second dominant subjective task strateg:1 type applicable to 1
element· 1 transformation Hondegenerate item solution.

Variations of this process

11) Self terminating, irrespective of which answer option Vas correct - employed by four
subjects (7tl. .

(2) Exhaustive, irret.peutive of which mm option was correct - eD~Jo7ed by four subjects
mi.
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Bncode A

I
Encode 8

I
:nfer A -> 8

IEncode C

I
Hap ( ->8

Bncode 0 IOptions A & B)

I
j Apply B ->D

I
Respond

1:9ure 6.4 Ie) Schematir. flow chart of the third dominant lubjective t.ask strategy type applicable to 1
element· 1 transformation Nondegenerate item solution.

Variations of this process
11) Self-terminating •. irrespeotive of which answer options was correct - employed by two

subject 13%).

(2) Elholustive, irrespective of which answer option was correct • employed by eight subject
113\) •

13) Self-terminating if first answar option correct, and eXhaustive if second answer option
correct > employed by two subjects 11ti.
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Encode A

IEncode 8

IInfer A -)8

IEncode C

\
Hap A ->C

I
Encode D (Options A S B)

I
f Apply C -)D.,

Figure 6.4 (dJ Schematic flow chart of the fourth dominant subjective task, strategy type applicable to 1
element - 1 transformation Hondegenerate item solution.

Variations of this process
{l} Self-terminating, irrespective of which answer option was correct - employed by one subject

{2tJ. '

{2J Exhaustive, irrespective of which answer option was ccrrect > employed by two subjects
{3%} •

"..
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self-terminating or exhaustive), and mode of option
scanning (i.e., sequential or alternate), four dominant
sUhjective task strategy types were identified from
sUbjects post hoc introspective reports relating to the 3
element - 3 transformation Nondegenera.teexample.

Twenty-two subjects (37%) reported empLoy' .g the first of
these dominant strat.egy types. A schematic flow chart of
this strategy type is presented in Figure 6.5a.

subject.s employing this strategy type begin analogy
solution by encoding the first analogy term, and then the
second analogy term. Next they infer the relation between
the first and second terms. The subjects then encode the
third analogy term. Following this, the two answer options
are encoded. Subjects then attempt to apply from the third
term to each answer option a relatj,onanalogous to the one
inferred between the first and second terms. Subjects
would then respond with either IIA" or "B", thereby
completing the analogy problem.

It is important to note that in t;is dominant strategy
type, both the inference and application procedures are
self-terminating and, furthermore, the mode of option
scanning is alternate. No variations of this strategy type
were identified.

Eleven subjects (18%) reported employing the second
dominant strategy ty'.·:a. A schematic flow chart of the
strategy type is presented in Figure G.5b.

Subjects
solution

employing
by encoding

this strategy type begin analogy
the first anal.ogyterm, and then the

second analogy term. Next they infer the relation between
the first and second terms. The subjects then encode the
third analogy term and, following this, map the relation
between the third and second terms. The two answer options
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are then encoded. Subjects then attempt to apply from the
third term to each answer option a relation analogous to
the one inferred between the first and second terms.
Subjects would then respond with either "A" or "B", thereby
completing the analogy problem.

It is important to note that in this dominant strategy
type, inference, mapping
self-terminating processes.
option scanning is alternate
strategy type were identified.

and application are
Furthermore, the mode of

No variations of this

Twenty-three subjects (38%) reported employing the third
dominant strategy type. A schematic flo~lchart of this
strategy type is presented in Figure 6.5c.

Subjects employing this strategy type begin analogy
solution by encoding the first analogy term, and then the
second analogy term. The subjects then encode the third
analogy term and, following this, map the relation between
the third and second terms. The two answer options are
then encoded. Subjects then attempt to apply from the
second term to each answer option in order to identify the
answer option whose elements have undergone transformations
identical to those having taken place between the first and
second terms. Subjects would then respond with either "A"
or "B", thereby completing the analogy problem.

type, inference, mapping
in this dominant strategy
and ap);'lication are

Furthermore, the mode of
No variations of this

It is important to note that

self-terminating processes.
option scanning is alternate.
strategy type were identified.

Four subjects (7%)
strategy type,. A

reported employing the fourth dominant
::.chernatiaflow chart of this strategy

type is pr"1sen~edin Fi'Jure6.Sd.
I •
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separately from issues specific to 3 element 3

Subjec·ts employing this strategy type begin analogy
solution by encoding the first analogy terIn,and then the
second analogy term. Next they infer the relation between
the first and second terms. The subjects then encode the
third analogy tenn and, following this, map the relation
between the first and third terms. The two answer options
are then encoded. SUbjects then attempt to apply from the
third term to each answer op~ion a relation analogous to
the one inferred bet·..8en the first and second terms.
SUbjects would then respond with either "A" or "B", thereby
completing the analogy problem.

" typel inference
to note that in this dominant strategy
is self-·terminating, bu·t mapping and

exhaustive. FUrthermore, the mode of

It is important

application are
option scanning is Blternate.
strategy type were identified.

No variations of this

The p ng discussion of subjects post hoc introspective
repoz-t s pertaining to the solution of 1 el.omerrt, 1
transformation and 3 element 3 transformation
Nondegenerate forced choice geometric analogy items reveals
a number of issl1es relevant to the present research.
Issues relating specifically to the solution of 1 element -
1 transformation Nondegenerate items will be discussed

transformation Nondegenerate items,

In terms of performance components adopted and order of
component execution, subjective strategy reports suggest
the Quminance of four strategy types for 1 element - 1

6.4a 6.4d
Nondegenerate item solution (see Figures

earlier in this section for s"uematic flow
transformation

charts of these strategy types). Since the characteristics
of eaoh of these dominant strategy types have already been
disoussed previously in this section, at this junoture it
shall suffice to note that differences between them hinge
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RnCrde A

Bncode 8

I
I Infer A ->8

IBncode C

I
Encode j (Options A & B)

I
! Apply C .) D

IRespond

Pigure 6.5 (a) schematic flow chart of the first dominant sub.iective task strategy type applicabJe to 3
element - 3 transformation Hondegenerate item solution.

Self-terminating process.
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Encode A

I
Encode B

I
I Infer A ->8

I
Encode C

[
I Hap C ~ 8

I .
encode D (Options A & BJ

I APpt C ->D

I
Respond

Figure 6.5 (bJ schematic flow chart of the second doainant Rubjective task strategy type applinabI. to 3
element - 3 transformation Nondegenerate item solution.

self-terminating process.
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Encode A

.L B

j InJ A ->8
I

Encode C

I
j Map, r ->8

, I, } -
Bnco~e D IOptlons A & 8

I
j Apply 8 ->D

I
Respond

Figure 6.5 leI schematic flow chart of the third dominant subjective task strategy type applic.ble to 3
element· 3 transform.Ucn ,Vondegenerate item solution.

Self-termina t ing process.

"
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Encode A

I
Encode B

I
I Infer A ->B

I
8naode C

I
I I Hap A ->C

I .
Encode D {Options A & B!

I
I I Apply C '>0

1
Respond

Figure 6.5 (d) schem.tic flow chart of the fourth dominant subjective task strategy type applicable to 3
elesent - 3 transformation Hondegenerate item solution.

I I

self-terminating process.

Exha,stive process.
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upon: Firs'tlyr the presence or a' ance of a mapping
process follovling the encoding of the third analogy term
(absent from the strategy type presented in Figure 6.4a)
and, secondly, the nature of the application process. On
the basis of subjective task strategy reports relating to 1
element 1 transformation Nondegenerate items, variations
of the four dominant strategy types were identified. As
noted earlier in this section these variations app~rently
arose as a result of subjects employing eicher a
self-terminating or exhaustive application process. Three
variations of each of the dominant strategy types presented
in Figures
variations

6.4a and G.4c were identified, while t\'lO

of each of the dominant strategy types presented
.. in Figures 6.4b and 6.4d \'Iereidentified. These variations

were discussed previously in this section. It is important
to note that the post hrc introspective reports of subjects
who employed the third variations of the dominant strategy
types presented in Figures G.4a and 6.4c revealed that
order of answer options, i.e., which answer option was
correct (A or B), was a determining factor of the type of
application process employed. Where the first answer
option was correct, subjects reporting these strategy type
variations would employ a self-terminating application
process, and where the
these subjects, would
process.

second answer option was correct,
employ an exhaustive application

Based on subjects post hoc introspective reports regarding
performance components adopted and order of component
execution, it would appear that the process model presented
in Figure 6.4a best defines task performance on 1 element -
1 transformation Nondegenerate forced choice geometric
analogy items.

In terms
component
application

of performance components adopted, order
execution, nature of inference, mapping

procedures (i.e., self-terminating

of
and
or
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exhaustive), and mode of option scanning (i.e., sequential
or a.lternate),subjective task strategy reports suggest the
dominance of four strategy types for 3 element 3
transformation
6.5a 6.5d

Nondegenerate item solution (see Figures
earlier in this section for schematic flow

charts of these strategy types). Since the characteristics
of each of these dominant strategy types have already been
discussed previously in this section, at this juncture it
shall suffice to note that differences between them hinge
upon: Firstly, the presence or absence of a mapping
prooess following the encoding of the third analogy term
(absent from the strategy type presented in Figure 6.5a);
secondly, the nature of the mapping and application
processes (self-terminating in the strategy types pt'esented
in Figures 6.5a, 6.Sb and 6.5c, but exhaustive in the
stra.tegy type presented in Figure 6.5d) and, thirdly, the
term compared with the two answer options in the
application pr-ocear (the third term in the strat.egytypes
presented in Figures 6.5a, 6.5b and 6.5d, but the second
term in the strategy type presented in Figure 6.5c). As
noted previnusly in this section no variations of these
four dominant strategy types were identified. It is
worthwhile noting that in terms of performance components
adapted and order of component execution only, the four
dominant subjeative task strategy types identified from
subjects post hoc introspective repo::ts pertaining to 3
element 3 transformation Nondegenerate items were
identical to those reported for the solution of 1 element -
1 transformation Nondegenerate items. Thus, it would
appear that despite the increase in both the number of
ele'llents per analogy term I as lI'ellas the number of
transformations between analogy terms, in terms of
performance oomponents adopted and order of component
execution, the identical four strategy types dominate.
This would S€<emto suggest that on the basis of subjective
strategy reports, for Nondegenerate forced c~'oioegeometrio
analogy items, increases in item complexlty fail to elicit
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meaningful strategic variations on the par;',of subjects, in
terms of performance components adopted and order of
component execution, in order to overcome increases in
:mental workload and :maintain high standards of tiaal:

performance.

Based on subjects post hoc introspective reports regarding
performance components adoptedi order of componant
executioni nature of inference, mapping and application
procedures and :mode of option scanning, it would appear
that the process models present.. in Figures 6.5a and 6.5c
best define task performance on element 3
transformation Nondegenerate forded choice geometric
analogy items.

Of significance for present research purposes is the degree
of association bebTeeJ1subjective complexity judgements and
subjects' self-reported subjective task strategy types
pertaining to both examples of each analogy type. Thus, it
will be of value to examine the extent to which changes in
subjective item complexity judgements coincide with post
hoc reports of task s'trategy.

A discussion of this association will be presented
separately for each analogy type.

Degenerate Forced Choice Geometric Analogy Items

Table 5.5a (page 205) sets out the relationship between
subjective
subjective

item
reports

complexity
of task

jUdgements and
strategy relating

post hoc
to the 1

element
example.
through

Degenerate foread choice geometric analogy
Most striking is the spread of frequencies

the stimulus complexity x task strategy matrix,
with only two of the potential cells remaining vacant and
these occur for complexity codes 3 (N=6) and 5 (N=l).
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Binomia.l two-tail test results set out in Table 5.5a show
the overall distribution of i:requencies across strategy
codes to be non random.

However, in view 0f th~ lqrge number of matrix cells
containing fewer thar f.tve~servations the results of the
binomial two- tail teets for each table row should be
treated with caution, part1~1larly for complexity Codes 3

to 5.

For complexity code groups 1 and 2 however/ which together
account for approximately 82% of respondents, the picture
is more interesting.

For complexity code group 1 the frequency distribution
o~ross task strategy groups gives an association of
approximately 58% of cases identifying with subjective
strategy code l.la, discussed previously and illustrated in
the form of a process model in Figure 6.1a in the section
Degenerate Subjective Task strateo/1Types earlier in this
chapter. Looking down the l.la strategy column this
complexity code association accounts for the majority
(again about 58%) of l.la strategy respondents.

For complexity. code group 2 the frequency distribution
across task stra·tegy groups gives an association of
approximately 67% of cases identifying with sUbjective
strategy code 1.2a, discussed previously, and illustrated
by means of a process model in Figure 6.1b in the section
Degenerate Subjective Task strategy Types earlier in this
chapter. Looking down the 1.2a strategy column this
comple 'ity code association accounts for about 41% of 1.za
strategy respondents.

Table 5.Sh (page 206) sets out the relationship between
subjective item complexity judgements and post hoc
subjective reports of task strategy relating to the 3
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element
example.

Degenerate forced choice geometric analogy
Most noticeable is the spread of frequencies

through the stimulus complexity x task strategy matrix,
with only two of the potential cells remaining vacant and
these occur for complexity codes 3 (N=6) and 5 (N=1).

Binomial two-tail test results set out in Table 5.5b show
the overall distribution of frequencies across strategy
codes to be non random.

However, in view of the large number of matrix cells
containing fe ~r than five observations the results of the
binomial two-tail tests for each' table row should b"

treated ,1ith caution, par.ticularlyfor complexity codes 3
to 5.

For comple~ity codes 1 ana 2 hover, which together
account for approximately 82% of respondents, the picture
is more interesting.

For complexity code group 1 the frequency distribution
acress task strategy groups gives an association of
apr-~oxil'lately55% of cases identifying with subjective
strategy code 3.ia, discussed previously, and illustrated
by means of a,procesS model in Figure 6.1a in the section
Degenerate Subjective Task Strategy Types earlier in this
chapter. Looking down the 3.1a strategy column this
complexity oode association accounts for the majority
(about 52%) of 1.3a strategy respondents.

For complexity code group 2 the frequency distribution
across task strategy groups gives an association of
approximately 56% of oases identifying with SUbjective
strategy code 3.2a, discussed previously, and illl1strated
by means of the process model in Figure 6.1b in the section
Degenerate sUbjective Task Strategy Types earlier in this
chapter. Looking down the 3.2a Etrategy column this
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complexity code association accounts for about 37% of 3.2a
strategy respondents.

These findings reinforce the conclusions put forward in the
section stimulus Complexity and Task Performance earlier
in this chapter, in that the observable partial non
randomness of
reports and
points to non

association between subjective task strategy
subjective stimulus complexity judgenlents
illliformtreatment effects with~n the total

sample population.

semidegenerate (A:A::B:B) Forced Choice Geometric Analogy
Items

Table 5.5c (page 209) sets out the relationship between
subj e- :'ive item complexity judgements and post hoc
subjective reports of task strategy relating to the 1

element - 1 tral1sformationsemidegenerate (A:A::B:B) forced
choice geometric analogy example. MoSt strl.ki.nqis.the
spread of frequencies through the stimulus complexity x
task strategy matrix, with only one of the pot.entialcells
remaining vacant and this occurred for complexity code 5
(N;:l) .

Binomial two-tail test results set out in Table 5.5c show
the overall distribution of freque.ncies across strategy
codes to be non random.

However, in view of the large number of matrix cells
containing fewer than five obae.rvat.Lcns the results of the
binomial two-tail tests for each table row should be
treated with caution, particularly for complexity codes 3
to 5.

For complexity coae groups lana 2 however, which together
account; for approxim1l.tely82% of respondents, the picture
is more interesting.
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For complexity code group 1 the frequency distribution
across task strategy groups gives an association of
approximately 71% of cases identifying with sUbjective
strategy code 1.lb, discussed previously, and illusti:ated
by means of the process model in Figure 6.2a in the section
semidegenerate (A:A: :B:B) Subjective Task Stra·tegyTypes
earlier in this chapter. Looking down the 1.lb strategy
column this compleAity code association accounts for about
46% of 1.lb strategy respondents.

For complexity code group 2 the fre~lency distribution
across task strategy groups ~'ves ~n association of
approximately 95% of cases ide.~t.Lfyingw~th subjective
strategy code 1. 1b, discussed previously 1 and illuscrated
by means of the process model in Figure 6.2a in the section
semidegenerate (A:A::B:B) Subjective Task strategy Types
e ,lier in this chapter. Looking down the 1.lb strategy
.oLun.» this complexity code association accounts for about
35%.of 1.1b strategy respondents.

Table 5.5d (page 211) sets out the relationship between
subjeative item complexity judgements and post hoc
subjective reports of task strategy relating to the 3
element - 3 transformation Serr.idegenerate(A:A:: B:B) forced
choice geometric analogy example. Most noticeable is the
spread of frequencies through the stimulus complexity x
ta.3k strategy matrix, with only three of the potential
cells remaining vacant and these occur for complexity codes
2 (N=18) I 3 (N=6) and 5 (N=l).

Binomial two-·tail test results set out in Table 5.5d show

the overall d:stribution of frequencies across strategy
codes to be non random.

However, in view
containing fewer
b.Lnomd.a.l, two tail

of the ldrge number of matrix cells
than five observations the results of the

tests 'for each table row should be
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treated with caution particularl.! for complexity codus 3
and 5.

For complexity code groups 1 and 2 however, wh Loh together
account for approxim2~ely 82% of respondents, the picture
is more interesting.

For complexity code group 1 the frequency distribution
across task strategy groups gives an association of
approxintately 77% of cases identifying with sUbjective
strategy code 3.1b, discussed previously, and illustrated
by means of the process model in Figure 6.2a in the section
semidegenerate (A:A::B:B) Subjecti~e Task strategy Types
earlier in this chapter. Looking down the 3.1b strategy
column this complexity code association accounts for about
46% of 3.1b strategy respondents.

For complexity code group 2 the frequency distribution
across task st~ategy groups gives an association of 100% of
cases identifying with subjective strategy code 3.1b,
discussed previously, and illustrated by means of tpe
process model in Figure 6.2a in the section semidegenerate
(A:A::B:B) Subjective Task Strategy Types earlier in this
cr.apter. Looking down the 3.1b strate~y column this
complexity code. association accounts for about 35% of 3.1b
strategy respondents.

These findings support the conclusions put fOri-lardin the

section
in this

stimulus Complexity
chapter in that

and
the

Task Performance earlier
observable partia.l non

randomness of association between subjective task strategy
reports and subjective stimulus complexity judgements
points to non uniform treatment effects within the total
sample population.
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Semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) Forced Choice Geometric Analogy
Items

Table 5.56 (page 212) sets out the relationship between
subjective item complexity judgements and post hoc
subjective reports of task strategy relating to the 1
element - 1 transformation Semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) forced
choice geometric analogy example. Host striking is the
spread of frequencies through the stimulus complexity x
task strategy matrix, "l'lithonly three of the pot.arrt.La :

cells remaining vacant and these occur for:complexity codes
3 (N=6), 4 (N=4) and 5 (N=l).

Binomial ti~o-tail test results set out in Table 5.5e show
the overall distribution of freqUencies across strategy
codes to be non random.

However, in view of the large number of matrix cells
containing fewer than five observations the results of the
binomial two tail tests for each table row should be
treated with caution, particularly for complexity codes 3
to 5.

For complexity code groups 1 and 2 however I which to'::fether
account for approximately 82% of respondents, the picture
is more interesting.

For complexity code group 1 the frequency distribution
aCross task strategy groups ~ives an association of
approximately 61% of cases identifying with subjective
strategy code 1.2c, discussed previously, and illustrated
by means of the process model in Figure 6.3b in the section
semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) Subjective Task strategy Types
ea:t:"lierin this chapter. Looking down the-1.2c strategy
column thiE complexity code association accounts for the
majority (about 61%) of 1.2c strategy respondents.
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For complexity
across task
approximately
strategy code
means of the

code group 2 ~he frequency distribution
strategy groups gives an association of

61% of cases identifying with sUbjective
1.lc, discussed previously and illustrated by
process model in Figure 6.3a in the section

semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) Subjective Task Strategy Types
earlier in th_~.schapter. Looking down the 1.lc strategy
column this complexity code association accounts for about
38% of 1.lc strategy respondents.

Table 5.5f (page 214) sets out the relationship between
subj ective item complexity judgemen·ts and post hoc
sUbjective repor.ts of task s·trategy relating to the 3

element - 3 transformation semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) forced
choice geometric analogy example. Most noticeable is the
spread of frequencies through the stimulus complexity x
task s·trategy matrix, with only two of the po·tentialcells
remaining vacant and these occur for complexity codes 4
(N=4) and 5 (N=l).

Binomial two-tail test results set out in Table 5.5f show

the overall distribution of frequencies across strategy
codes to be non random.

However, in view of the large number of matrix cells
containing fewer than five observations the results of the
binomial two-tail tests for each table row should be
treated with caution, particularly for complexity codes 3

to 5.

For complexity codes 1

account for approximately
is more interesting.

anu 2 however, which together
82% of respondents, the picture

across task
code group 1 the frequency distribution

strategy groups gives an association of
68% of cases ide.ntifying with subjective

For complexity

approximately
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strategy code 3.2cl discussed previously and illustrated by
means of the process model in Figure 6.3b ~n the section
Semide~enerate (A:B::A:B) Subjective Task Strategy Types
earlier in this chapter. Looking down the J.2c strategy
column this complexity code association accounts for the
majority (about 57%) of 3.2c strategy respondents.

across task
code group '2

strategy gr0u:'s
the frequency distribution
gives an association of

For complexity

approximately
strategy code
means of the

56% of cases identifying with subjective
3.1cl d.i.scussed previously and illustrated by
process model in Figure 6.3a, in the section

semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) Subjective Task Strategy Types
earlier in this chapter. Looking down the 3.1c strategy
column this complexity code association accoun"t..for about
43% of 3.1c strategy respondents.

These findings support the conclusions put forward in the
section Stimulus complexity and Task Performance earlier
in this chapter, in that the observable partial non
randomness of association between SUbjective task strategy
reports and sUbjective stimUlUS complexity judgements
points to non uniform treatment effects within the total
sample pcpu Lat.Lon ,

Nondegenerate Forced Choi~e Geometric Analogy Items

Table 5.5g (page
subjective item
subjective reports

215) sets
complexity
of task

out the relationship between
judgements and post hoc

strategy relating to the 1

element
geometric

1 transformation Nondegenerate forced choice

frequencies
matrix with

analogy example. Most striking is the spread of
through the stimulus complexity x task strategy
only six of the potential c'ellsremaining

these occur for complexity codes 3 (N=6)I 4vacant and
(N=4) and 5 (N=l).
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Chi square analysis results set out in Table 5.5g show the
overall distribution of frequencies across strategy codes
to be non random.

However, in view of the large number of matrix cells
containing fewer than five observations the results of the
goodness of fit chi square tests for each table row should
be -treated with caution, particularly for complexity codes

ev~n allowing for the potential inaccuracy
under these conditions, results for

3 to ~ are not inspirational with the most
being the spread of association across

3 to 5. Indeed
of chi square
complexity codes
relevant feature
task strategy gr01.1pS rather tlian the level of non
randomness.

For complexity code groups 1 and 2 however, which together
account for approximately 82% of respondents, the picture
is more interesting.

For complexity code group 1 the frequency distribution
across task strategy groups gives an association of
approximately 48% of cases identifying with subjective
strategy code l.ld, discussed previously, and illustrated
by means of the proc.essmodel in Figure 6.4a in the section
Nondegenerate Subjective Task strategy Types E'.arlierin
this chapter. :Lookingdown the l.ld strategy column this
complexity code association accounts for about 41% of l.ld
strategy respondents.

For complexity code group 2 the frequency distribution
across task strategy groups gives an assoc::'ationof
approximately 83% of cases identifying with subjective
strategy code l.ld, discussed previously, and illustrated
1 { means of the p:ocess model in Figure 6.4a in the section
•._ ldegenerate Subjective Task strategy Types earlier in
this chapter. Looking down the l.ld strategy column this
complexity code association accounts for about 41% of l.ld
strategy respondents.
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Table 5.5h (page
sUbjective item
subjective reports

2l7) sets
complexity
of task

out the relationship between
judgements and post hoc

strategy relating to the 3
Nondegenerate forced choice
Most noticeable is the spread
stimulus complexity x task
six of the potential cells
occur for complexity codes 3

element 3 transformation
geometric analogy example.
of frequencies through the
strategy matrix, with only
remaining vacant and -these
(N=6), 4 (N=4) and 5 (N~l).

Chi square analysis results set out in Table 5.5h show the
overall distribution of frequencies across strategy codes
to be non random.

However, in view of the large number of matrix cells
containing fewer than five observations the results of the
goodness of fit chi sguare tests for each table row should
be treated with caution, particularly for complexity codes
3 to 5. Indeed even allowing for the potential Lnacc , -acy

of chi square under '.::heseconditions, results for
complexity codes 3 to 5 are not inspirational with the most
relevant feature being the spread of associution across
task strategy groups rather than the level of non
randomness.

For complexity code groups land 2 however, which together
account for approximately 82% of respondents, the picture
is more interesting.

For complexity code group l the frequency distribution
across task strategy groups gives an association of
approximately 35% of caSeS identifying with subjective
strategy code 3.ld, and a further 35% of cases identifying
with subjective strategy code 3.3d. Both of these
sub;ective strategies ,vere discussed previously and
illustrated by means of process models (Figure 6.Sa in the
case of subjective strategy code 3.ld, and FigUre 6.5c in
the case of sUbjective strategy code 3.3d) in the section
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Nondegenerate Subjective Task strategy Types earlier in
this chapter. Looking' down the 3.ld and.3.3d.strategy
columns this complexity code association accounts for 50%
of 3.1d. strategy respondents, and about 48% of 3.3d
strategy respondents.

For complexity COdl1 group 2 the frequency distribution
across task strategy groups gives an association of
approximatelY 56% of cases identifying w'ith sUbjective
strategy code 3.1d, discussed previously, and illustrated
by means of the process model in Figure 6.5a in the section
Nondegenerate Subjective Task Strategy Types earlier in
this ~hapter. Looking down tlle3:1d strategy column this
complexity code association accounts fer about 45% of 3.1d
strategy respondel'ts.

.:

These findings support the conclusions put forward.in the
section stimulus complexity and Task Performance earlier
in this chapter in that the observable partial non
randomness of association betweqn subjective task strategy
reports and surjective stimu.lus complexity judgements
points to non ",andom treatment effects within the tot(:'l
sample population.

In the context of the present research the evidence for
concrete inter-group qualitative differences in information
processing strategies for forced choice geomet,ic analogy
items is thus opaque mersly because, for each experimental
geometric analogy type, the basis for group membersh~p is
subjective and unverifiable.

The categorisation of superficially similar verbal accounts
as being the same does not necessarily guarantee that the
same cognitive resources allocation has occurred. To take
this for granted would be to overat.at.ethe value of
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evidence
processing.

in the search for regularities in
At this juncture, and on the

introspective reports



of partitioning data by subjective reports, it can,
however, be confirmed that the data sets relati.ngto each
of the experimental analogy types reflect mor~ than one
unified set of cognitive componential processes for forced
choice geometric analogy solution.

There is evidence that subjects' strategy and information
processing constraints may be far more flexibly applied,
particularly under conditions of varying complexity, to the
forced choice geometric analogy task, more so to the
Nondegene7!ate type, than would be suggested by the basic
oornporierrcLaL models of anaLoqLoal, reasoning proposed by
Sternberg (1977), and discussed previously in the section
componential Models of Analogit'alReasoning in Chapter 3.

Meanwhile, it is
present research
research relevant
mental workload
thesis.

appropr:~te to more fully discuss the
findings in the cont~xt of the theory and
to both the analogioal reasoning and

paradigms, reviewed in Part 1 of this

"componential Analysis" Revisited

The discussion of results thus far has focused on two key
aspects of the present experimental design; stimulus
complexity and the influence of task demands on solution
strategy. It is now relevant to reconsider sternberg's
(1977) componential theory of analogical reasoning and the
claims made about it, in the context of the results yielded
by the present research.

It was stated in the section Aims of the Present research
in chapter 4 that the aims of the present study t'lere
twofold. Firstly, in the oontext of the present research
findings, to inVestigate the generalisability of the basic
componential models proposed by Sternberg (1977) as best
defining task performance on Nondegenerate forced choice
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geometric ana.logy items, and secondly, propose models that
best define task performance on Degenerate and
semidegenerate forced choioe geometrio analogy items, in
terms of performance components adopted and order of
component exeoution.

Given that prooess
subjects' post hoc

models of task performance, based on
introspective reports for Degenerate,

semidegenerate and Nondegenerate forced choice geometric
analogy items were pr~sented in the section Task structure
and Solution Strategy earlier in this ohapter, thereby
satisfying the second of the abovementioned aims, it
remains necessary, at this juncture, to evaluate the
generalisability of the componential models pro_tJosedby
Sternberg (1977) as best defining task performance on
Nondegenerate foroed choice geometric analogy items.

The four
reasoning
previously,
the section

alternate componential models of analogical
proposed by Sternbarg (1977) were discussed
and illustrated by means of prooess models in
componential Models of Analogical Reasoning

in Chapter 3.

It is noted by Sternberg (1977) that, based on the data
yielded by his ~eometrio Analogy Experiment (1977), Model r
(page 124) is clearly worst at accounting for subject
performance on the eX~9rimental items, whereas Model III
(page 128) is clearly better than the others, accounting
for 70% of the variance in the data.

For present purposes, the process models developed from
subjects' post hoc introspective reports pertaining to 1
element. - 1 transformation and 3 ele'ment- 3 transformation
Nondegenerate forced choice geometric analogy item
solution, presented in the section Nondegenerate Geometric
Analogy subjeotive Task strategy Types earlier in this
chapter, will be evaluated against the componential models
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proposed by sternberg (1977) in order to assess firstly,
the generalisabilty of the latter models, and secondly,
Sternberg's (1977) contention that Model III accounts
better than t:he other models for subject perf'ormanceon
Nondegenerate forced choice geometric analogy items.

Separate evaluations will be presented for the 1 element -
1 transformation Nondegenerate process models and the 3
element - 3 ·transformationNondegenerate process models.

1 Element 1 Transforma·tionNondegenerate Forced Choice
Geometric Analogy Process Models

The process models developed from subjects' post hoc
introspective reports relating to 1 element 1

transformation Nondegenerate item solution shall be
evaluated against the componential models proposed by
sternberg (1977) in terms of performance components adopted
and order of component execution.

'rhe process model presented in Figure 6.4a (page 296)
<::orrespondsclosely with each of the componential models
proposed by sternberg (1977). A major difference between
I:his process model and the models pro);:osedby Sternberg
(1977) however,. is the absence of the mapping process
incorporated into each of the sternberg models, immediately
following the encoding of the third analogy term.

The process model presented in Figure 6.4b (page 297)
corresponds identically with the componerrt.La L models
proposed by sternberg (1977), in terms of performance
components adopted and order of component execution. A
subtle difference howevar, is that whereas the mapping
procedure incorporated into the Sternberg models involves
identification of the relation between the first and third
terms of the analogy, the mapping procedure incorporated
into the process model presented in Figure 6.4b involves
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the identification of the relation between the third and
seoond terms of the analogy.

The process
corresponds
proposed by

model presented
identioally with
sternberg (1977),

i11 Figure 6.4c (page 298)
the componential models

in terms of performance
components adopted and order of component execution. TvlO

noticeable differences do however, exist between this
process model
the mapping

and the Sternberg models. Firstly, whereas
procedure incorporated into the Sternberg

models involves identification of the relation between the
first and third terms of the analogy, the mapping prooedure
incorporated into the process model presented in Figure
6.4c involves the identification of the relation between
the third and seoond terms of the analogy. Secondly,
whereas the application procedure incorporated into the
Sternberg models involves comparison of the third an"l.logy
term w'ith each anawez option, the applioation prooedure
inoorporated into the process model presented in Figure
6.4c involves comparison of the second analogy term with
each answer option.

The process
corresponds
proposed by
components
differences

model presented in Figure 6.4d (page 299)
identically with the componential models
Sternberg (1977), in terms of performance

adopted and order of oomponent exeoution. No
whatsoever were identified between this process

model and the Sternberg models.

In general the process models representative of subjects'
performanoe on 1 element - 1 transformation Nondegenerate
items, presented in Figures 6.4a - 6.4d, correspond closely
with the Sternberg models in terms of performance
oomponents adopted and order of oomponent execution.
HoweVer, oloser examination of the inference, mapping and
application ProcedUres incorporated into these process
models, in partioular the actual operations involved in
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these procedures, reveals the existence of variations
between three of these models (i.e., those presented in
Figures 6.4a, 6.4b and 6.4c) and the sternberg models,
whilst the process model presented in Figure 6.4d
corresponds identiCfI::1.ywith the Sternberg models as they
would apply to J .l~ment - 1 transformation Nondegenerate
forced choice georntatricanalogy Lt.em solution. However, it
is significant to note that this process model (strategy
type) was reportedly employed by 0nly 5% (3/60) of the
sUbjeots.

3 Element 3 Transformation .Nondegenerate Forced eno Lce
Geometric Analogy Process Models

It will be recalled from the seotion Nondegenerate
Geometrio Analogy Subjective Task strategy Types earlier
in ....his chapter that in terms of performance oomponents
adopted and order of component execution, the dominant
subjective task strategy types identified from sUbjects'
post hoc introspective reports relating to 3 element - 3
transformation Nondegenerate items (illust.rated by the
process models presented in Figures 6.5a 6.50) were
identical to those reported for the solution of 1 element -
1 transformation Nondegenerate items (illustrated by the
process models .presented in FigUres 6.4a - 6.4d). Given
this congruence between 1 element - 1 transformation and 3
element 3 transformation N011degenerate strategy types,
and since the process models representative of 1 element -
1 transformation Nondegenerate item solution have already
been compared with Sternberg's (1977) componential models
in terms of performance components adopted and order of
component execution, it is not necessary to compare the 3

element 3 transformation Nondegenerate process models
with sternberg's models on the same dimen:ri.ons. Rather,
the 3 element 3 transformation Nondegenerate process
models will be evaluated against the componerrt.i.a L models
proposed by Sternberg (1977) on the dimensions of nature
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of inference, mapping and application
self-terminating or eXha'lstive), and
scanning (i.e., sequential or alternate).

procedures (i.e.,
mode of option

It will be noted that the nature of the inference and
application procedures (i.e., self-terminating), and the
mode of option scanning (i.e., alternate) of the process
model presented in Figure 6.5a (page 303) correspond most
closely with the related procedures in Model IV proposed by
Sternberg (1977). The mapping procedure incorporated into
Sternberg's Model IV is however, absent from this process
model.

The nature of the inference, mapping and application
procedures (i.e., self-terminating), and the mode of option
scanning (i.e., alternate) of the process model ,resented
in Figure 6.6b (page 304) correspond most closely with the
related procedures in Model IV proposed by Sternberg
(1977). The major variation between this process model and
Sternberg's N~del IV is the difference in the actual
ope"Cations
procedures.

involved in their respective mapping
This difference was discussed in the preceding

section 1 Element - 1 Transformation Nondegenerate Forced
Choice Geometrlc Analogy Process Models.

The nature of the inference, mapping and application
procedures (i.e. I self-termina't.ing)I and the mode of option
scanning (i.e., alternate) of the process model presented
in Figure 6.5c (page 305) correspond most closely with the
related proG~dures in Model IV proposed by sternberg
(1977). The major variations between this process model
and sternberg's Model IV are the differences in the actual
operations involved in their respective mapping and
application procedures. These differenoes were disoussed
in the preceding section 1 Element 1 Transformation
Nondegenerate
Models.

Forced Choice Geometric Analogy Prooess
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The nature of the mapping and application procedures (i.e.,
exhaustive), and the mode of option scanning (i.e.,
alternate) of the process model presented in Figure 6.5d
(page 306) correspond most closely with the related
procedures in Model I proposed by Sternberg (1977). The
major variation between this process model and sternberg's
Model I centres on the natu:r:eof the inference procedure,
which in the former model is self-·terminating,and in the
latter model exhaustive.

On the basis of performance components adopted, order of
component execution, nature of inference, mapp:ing and
application procedures and mode of option scanning, the
process models presented in Figures 6.5a - 6.5d correspond
reasonably well with certain of the componential models
proposed by Sternberg (1977). The process models presented
in Figures 6.5a, 6.Sb and 6.5c correspond most closely with
Model IV proposed by Sternberg (1977), while the process
model presented in Figure 6.Sd corresponds most closely
with Model I proposed by Sternberg (1977). Ho~.,ever,given
the variations identified between ·theexperimental process
models and the Sternberg models with which they most
closely correspond, it is evident that none of the models
proposed by Sternberg (1977) fully accounts for the present
performance data pertaining to 3 element - 3 transformation
Nondegenerate
solution.

forced choice geometric analogy item

Clearly
execution

the. similarities in experimental design and
and Sternberg's (1977)between this research

Geome·tric Analogy Experiment have contributed significantly
to the broad correspondence of present performance data
with that produced by Sternberg'::;(1977) study. However,
of equal importance, there are a number of experimental
reasons why data from the present research may not directly
match that from other research investigating the
performance components involved in geometric analogy
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problem solving (e.g., sternberg, 1977i Mulholland et al.,
1980; Pellegrino and Glaser, 1980; Pellegrino and KaiI,
1982) f i.e., the Use of two precueing conditions (a
procedure un~y employed by Sternberg (1977» i the use of a
large number of truly experimentally naive sUbjects; the
controlled use of instructions, and the investigation of
within, as well as bet~leensubject performance on i.temsof
varying complexity. Each of these features in the design
of the present study will likely produce some departure
from the usual expected geometric analogy problem solving
results.

However, these design features arone
explanation of the findings. They
reinforce the intention that where

fail to provide an
serve merely to

there is no
experimenters I bias and "here there has been an attempt to
minimise experimenter effects, there is less likelihood of
deriving a clear, uniform set of results.

To
from

summarise the discussion so far, there are indications
the inspection of results partitioned by subjective

and judgement codes that there are non rando.mreport
effects attributable to strategy differences and stimulus

However, there is no apparentcomplexity associations.
eXPlanation as .toWhether these effects are meaningful, and
if so, whether they could at all be attributed to the level
of mental workload experienced by subjects during task
performance.
componential
chapter.

This issue will be returned to in tLe section
Analysis and Mental Workload later in this
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Despite the evidence reviewed in the previous two sections
of this chapter (stimulUS Complexity and Task Performance
and Task Structure and Solution strategy) it appears that
the use of SUbjective reports is unlikely to help elucidate
the range of geometric analogy processing strategies masked
within the data relevant to each geometric analogy type.



It would therefore be meaningless to categorise each sub
group as a specific strategy type as if it represented some
distinct type of information processing strategy. such
naive distinctions would serve only to cloud the issue
further.

In an attempt to overcome this impasse it will be useful to
conduct a more rigorous and less prescriptive investigation
of the patterns that exist within the data matrices as they
apply to each of the experimental geometric analogy types,
and to examine the results of the cluster analysis
procedures reported in Chapter 5.

clusters and Stimulus Properties

It will be recalled fro the section Subjective Influences
and Cluster Analysis in Chapter 4 that the essential value
of olustering algorithms and the oluster analysis concept
is the avoidanoe of having to partition data sets on the
basis of previously decided experimental conditions.

In the seotion The Cluster Analysis Procedures in chapter
5 it: was stressed that part of the justification for
applying a oluster analysis to the main dat.asets was the
assumption that, there existed variation, structure and
pattern within each of the data matrices and that this was
the result of the experimental independent variables. The
value of cluster analysis techniques such as the FASTCLUS
algor.:.thm is precisely in the avoidance of a priori
classification of data subsets and a predilection for a
neat linear, sequential constraint to the explanation of
any such data subsets; particularly so when the
predilection is shaped by the weak evidenCe of subjects'
verbal reports of introspective strategy.

From the seotion The Cluster Analysis Procedures in
Chapter 5, it will pe recalled that the FASTCLUS algorithm
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produced a consistent and robust cluster solution for,each
of the four data matrices (see Table 5.6a (page 224), Table
5.7a (page 233), Table 5.8a (page 240) and Table 5.~a (page
247); so much so that these cluster solutions remained
unchanged despite the use of techniques designed to permit
the algorithm to produce up to blenty clusters.

As it is an essential assumption that each of the four
cluster solutions are direct,ly related to the pattern or
"L.r.ucture inherent in each of the four data matrices and
.; -:5 directly attributable to the effects of the
independent variables in each of the factorial experimental
designs, it follows that any inspection for an information
processing basis for these solutions should concentrate on
the quantitative and qualitative effects; main, interaction
and contrast, of these variables.

The more obvious explanation for each of the cluster
solutions,
variables
previously
sUbjective
complexity
solutions
tests
chaptx J.

i.e., that the partitions were caused by
such as handedness or gender, has been discounted
in Chapter 5. Similarly the possibility that
judgements about task strategy and item

might be the basis for each of the cluster
is not supported by either binomial two-tail
chi :=:quaretests of association as reported in
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For present purposps a separate investigation will be
conducted on the cluster solutions relevant to each
experimental geometric analogy type.

The Degp...:-ateForced Choice Geometric Analogy Cluster
Solution

It will be recalled from the section Degenerate Forced
Choice Geometric Analogy Cluster Solu.tionsin Chapter 5,
'that the FASTCLUS algorithm produced a consistent and



robust two cluster solution from the Degenerate data matrix
(see Table 5.6a on page 224, and assot:::iatedtext).

A useful place to begin the investigation of the effects of
the independent variables in the Degenerate factorial
experimental design, is the inspection of means in Table
5.6b '(page 227).

Most noticeable is that the means for cluster 2 (N=56) are
always representative of much faster response times per
factcrial condition than the means for cluster 1 (N=4),
typically displaying about a 55% differential. Also
evident, for both clusters, is that the mean response time
for items
consistently

~resented in the two cue condition are
faster than 'thosefor items presented in the

zero cue condition and, furthermore, that an increase in
the number of elements per term was directly proportional
to an increase in response times for items presented in
both precueing conditions. Thus, it would appear that the
response time effect, first observed in Table 5.1a (page
180), is still in evidence.

llssumably the difference in rapidity between cluster 1 and
cluster 2 response patterns is one of the strong reasons
for the clustering algorithm's execution of the cluster
solution, however, closer examination of the effects of the
Degenerate experimental independent variables indicates
that the speed of decision making alone does not appear to
be the sole basis for the solution.

The first essential observation about the two clusters is
that whereas cluster 2 displays a highly significant main
effect for Cue (precueing condition)..cluster 1 displays a
mild, non significant main effect (see Table 5.6c page
230) . A more detailed inspection of this effect through
the Cue contrasts in Table 5.6d (page 231) indicates that
for cluster 2 there is a highly significant difference
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between Cue J_ anA 2, whilst for cluster J_ there is only a
mild, non significant difference betweerlCue 1 and 2. This
distinction is of qualitativs interest and will be returned
to in the section Degenerate Analogy Cluste~s and
Individual Diffnrenaes later in this chapter.

The .'oond essential differences is the indication in Table
5.6c of a highly significant. main effect for Element
(number of elements per term) in cluster ~ but only a mild,
non significant main effect for Element in cluster 1.. More
detailed inspection of this effect through the Element
contrasts in Table 5.6d indicates that each of the three
Element conditions 1, 2 and 3,' produce significantly

effects within cluster 2, whilst
noticeable but non significant

" different response time
for cluster J_ there are
differences between Elements J_ and 2 and Elements 2 and 3,
but there is a mild, non significant difference between
Elements 1 and J. Expressed more succinctly, dl - 2 < d2 -
3 < dl - 3 (~here d = difference between) which suggests a
temporary succession of strategy modification in cluster
1. This distinction, though strictly non significant in
t.arms of predetermined alpha levels, is of qualitative
interest and will be returned to in the section Degenerate
Analogy Clusters and Individual Differences later in this
chapter.

Similarly, from Table 5.6c (page 230), the distinction
between clusters for a
interaction for cluster 2
speculation, particularly

highly significant Cue X Element
is worthy of further qualitat_ive
in view of the noticeable but

non
Again
Analogy

significant
this will

ClUsters

presence of the effect in cluster 1.
be returned to in the section Degenerate
and Individual Differences later in this

chapter.
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'!~e Semidegenerate (A:A::B:B) Forced Choice Geometric
Analogy Cluster Solution

It will
(A:A::B:B)
Solutions

be recalled from the section Semide.generate
Forced Choice Geometric Analogy Cluster

that the FASTCLUS algorithmin Chapter 5,
produced
from the

a consistent and robust three cluster solution
Semidegenerate (A:A::B:B) data matrix (see Table

5.7a on page 233, and associated text).

A useful place to begin the investigation of the effects of
the independent variables in the Semidegenerate (A:A::B:B)
factorial experimental design, is·the inspection of means
in Table 5.7b (pages 234 to 236).

Most noticeable is that the means for cluster 2 (N=24) are
always representative of much faster response times per
factorial condition than the means fo~ cluster 1 (N=33)
(typically displaying about a 22% differential), which in
turn are always representative
factorial condition than the
(typically displaying about a

of faster response times per
means for cluster 3 (N=3)
58% differential). Also

evident, for each of the three clusters, is that the mean
response times for items presented in the two cue condition
are consistently faster than those for items presented in
the zero cue condition and, furthermore, that increases in
both the number of elements per term, and number of
transformations between terms are directly, proportional to
increases in response times for items presented in both
precueing conditions. It is important to nota that an
increase in the number of transformations between terms
results in
than does
Apparently

a more significant increase in response times
an increase in the number of elements per term.
evaluation of transformations took more time

than did element analysis
increases in response time.
response time effeot, first
181), is still in evidence.

and was the primary source of
Tht.r.s,it would appear that the

observed in Table 5.1b (page
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Assumably the difference in rapidity between cluster 1,
cluster 2 and cluster 3 response patterns is one of the
strong reasons for the clustering algorithm's execution of
the cluster solution, however closer examination of the
effects of the Semidegenerate (A:A::B:B) experimental
independent variabi_s indicates that the speed of decision
making alone does not appear to be the sole basis for the
solution.

The
that
main

first essential observation about the three clusters is
whereas clusters 1 and 2 display a highly significant
effect for Cue (pr~cueing condition), Cluster 3

displays a noticeable but non significant main effect for
Cue (Table 5.70; page 238). A more detailed inspection of
this effect through the Cue contrasts in Table 5.7d (page
239) indicates that for clusters 1 and 2 there is a highly
significant difference bet.we en Cue 1 and 2, whilst for
cluster 3 there is a noticeable but non significant
difference between Cue 1 and 2. This distinction is of
qualitative interest and will be returned to in the section
Semidegenerate (A:A::B:B) Analogy ClUsters and Individual
Differences later in this chapter.

The second essential difference is the indication in Table
5.7c of a highly significa11t main effect for Element
(number of elements per term) in clusters 1 and 2, but only
a mild non significant main effect for Element in cluster
3. A more detailed inspection of this effect through the
Element contrasts in Table 5.7d indicates that each of the
three Element conditions 1, 2 and 3, produce significantly
different response tim.' ef.fects within clusters 1 and 2,

whilst i, cluster 3, t' ,~ insignificant differences
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3 < d1 2 < r'

a temp\.
3. 'J. .is

o"t E's&ed more succinctly i d2 -
.8 d ~ difference between} wh~ch

~ccession of strategy modification in
distinction, though strictly non

between Elements 1 ay

.suggest.s
cluster
significant in terms of predetermined alpna levels, is of



qualitative interest and will be returned to in the section
Semidegenerate (A:A::B:B) Analogy Clusters and Individual
Differences later in thi$ chapter.

Similarly, from Table 5.7c (page 238), the distinction
between clusters for a mild, non significant Cue x Element
interaction for cluster 1 is worthy of further qualitative
speculation, particularly in view of the noticeable but non
significant presence of the effect in cluster 2, and
absence of the effect in cluster 3. Again this will be
returned to in the section Semidegenerate (A:A::B:B)
Analogy Clusters and Individual Differences later in this
chapter.

Of more distinction is the indication in Table 5.7c of a
highly significant main effect for Trans (number of
transformations between terms) in clusters 1 and 2 but only
a mild, non significant main effect for Trans in cluster
3 . A more det<:Ji"s: , -,pec-tionof this effect through the
Trans contrasts in Table 5.7d indicates that for clusters 1

and 2 there exist highly significant differences between
Trans 1 and 2, whilst for Cluster 3 there is a mild, non
significant difference betw·een Trans 1 and 2. This
distinction is of qualitative interest and will be returned
to in the section Semidegenerate (A:A::B:B) Analogy
ClusteJ:·sand Individual Differences later in this chapter.

Also of interest,
clusters

from rrable 5.7c, is the distinction

interaction for
for a non significant Cue x Trans

cluster 1, particularly in view of the
bet\veen

absence of the effect from clusters 2 and 3. This
distinction is worthy of qualitative speculation ard will
be returned to in the sect.Lonsemidegenerate (A:A::B:B)
Analogy ClUsters and Individual Differences·later in this
chapter.

Of further interest, also from Table 5.7c is the
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distinction between clusters for a mildy significant
Elernent x Trans interaction for cluster 2, particularly in
view of the mild, non significant presence of the effect in
cluster 1, and noticeable:.but non significant presence of
the effect in cluster 3. This distinction is of
qualitative interest and will be returned to in the section
semidegenerate (A:A::B:13) Analorry Clusters and Individual
Differences later in this chapter.

The Cue x Element x Trans interaction (Table 5.7c) proves
insignificant for
receive further

Clusters
attention

1, 2 and 3. This finding will
in the section semidegenerate

and ~ndividual Differences(A:A::B:B) Analogy Clusters
later in this chapter.

The semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) Forced Choice Geometric
Analogy Cluster-Solution

Forced Choice
the section semidegener~te

Geometric Analogy Cluster
r·t will
(A:A::B:B)
Solutions

be rec~lled from

in chapt.eir 5 , that the FASTCLUS algorithm
produced a consistent and robust two cluster solution from
the Semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) data matrix (see Table 5.8a
on page 240, and associated tex~).

A useful place to begin the investigation of the effects of
the independent v. ables in the semidegenerate (A:B::A:B)
factorial experiment-a].design, is the inspection of means
in Table 5.8b (page 242 to 243).Most noticeable is that the
means for cluster 2 (N=57) are always repres -tative of
much fast:r response times per factorial condition than the
means for cluster l (N=3), typically displaying about a 55%
differential. Also ey:'dent, for both clusters, is that
mean response times for items presented in the two cue
condition are consistently faster than those for items
presented in the zero cUe condition and, furthermore, that
increases in both the number of elements per term, and
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number of transformations between terms are directly
proportional to increases in response times for items
presented in both precueing conditions. !t is important to
note that an increase in the number of transformations
between
response
elements

terms
times

per

results in
than does

term.

a more significant increase in
increase in the number ofan

Apparently evaluation of
transformations took more time than did element analysis
and was the primary source of increases in response time.
Thus lit wou Ld appeaz that the response time effect, first
observed in Table 5.1c (page 182), is stilL in evidence.

Assumably
cluster 2

for the

the difference in rapidit:y between cluster 1 and
response

clustering
patterns is one of the strong reasons
algorithm'S execution of the Cluster

solution, however, closer examination of thu effects of the
semi~egenerate (A:B::A:B) experimental independent
variables indicates that the speed of decision making alone
does not appear to be the sole basis for the solution.

The first essential observation about the two clusters is
that whereas cluster 2 displays a highly significant main
effect for Cue (precueing condition), cluster 1 displays a
mild, non significant main effer.t (Table 5.8c1 page 245).
A more detailed inspection of this effect through ·the Cue
contrasts in Table 5.8d (pacre 246) indicates that for
cluster 2 there is a highly significant difference between
Cue 1 and 2, whilst for cluster 1 there is only a mild, non
significant difference between Cue 1 and 2. This is of
qualitative interest and will be returned to in the section
semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) Analogy Clusters and Individual
Differences later in this chapter.

The second
5. Bc of a
(number of
noticeaple,

essential difference is the indication in TapIa
highly significant main effeot
elements ...·ur term) in cluster
non significant main effeot for Element in

for Element
2 but only a
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cluster 1. A more detailed inspection of the effect
through the Element contrasts in Table 5.ad LndLcat.asthat
each of the
significantly
cluster 2,
differences
distinction

three Element cond.i.t.Lone1, 2 and 3, Jproduce
different response tim. effects within

whilst for cluster 1 there are no real
evident from each pair comparison. This

is worthy of further qualitative speculation
and will be returned to in the section Semidegenerate
(A:B::A:B) Analogy Clusters and Individual Differences
later in this chapter.

Similarly, from Table 5.8c, the distinction between
clusters for a highly significant Cue x Element interaction
effect for cluster 2 is of qualitative interest,
particularly in view of the absence of the effect in
cluster 1. Again this will be returned to in the section
semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) Analogy Clusters and Individual
Differences later in this chapter.

Of more distinctio~ is the indication in Table 5.8c of a
highly significant main effect for Trans (number of
transformations between terms) in cluster 2 but only a
noticeable, non significant main effect for Trans in
cluster 1. A moze detailed inspection of this effect
through the Trans contrasts in Table 5.8d indicates that
for cluster 2 there is a highly significant difference
between Trans 1 and 2, whilst for cluster 1 there is a
noticeable, non significant difference bet'llee:nTrans 1 and
2. This distinction is worthy of further qualit~tive
speculation and will be returned to in the section
Semid0generate (A:B::A:B) Analogy Clusters and Individual
Differences later in this chapter.

Also of importance, from Table 5.8c, is the distinction
between clusters for a mildly significant Cue x Trans
i11teraction for cluster 2, par't:icularly in view of the
a.bsence of the effect in cluster 1. This distinction is of
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qualitative interest and will be returned to in the section
semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) Analogy Clusters and IndividUal
Differences later in this chapter.

Of further
distinction

interest, also from Table 5.8c, is the
for a highly significantbetween clusters

Element x Trans interaction for cluster 2, particularly in
view of the absence of the effect in cluster 1. This
distinction
will be
(A:B::A:B)

warrants
returned
Analogy

further
to in

Clusters

qualitative speculation and
the section Semidegenerate
and Individua.l Differences

later in this chapter.

.: Lastly I from 'rable 5.80I the distinctio11between clusters
for a highly significant Cue x Element x Trans interaction
for oluster 2 is
of the effect in
in the seotion

of qualitative interest, given the absence
cluster 1. Again this will be returned to
semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) Analogy Clusters

and Individual Differences later in this chapter.

The Nondegenerate Forced Choice Geometric Analogy Cluster
solution

It will be recalled from the section Nondegenerate Forced
Choice Geometrip Analogy Cluuter solutions in Chapter 5,
that the FASTCLUS algorithm produoed a consistent and
robust three cluster solution from the Nondegenerate data
matrix (see Table 5.9a on page 247, and associated text).

A useful place to begin the investigation of the effects of
the independent variables in the Nondegenerate faotorial
experimental design, is the inspection of means in Table
5.9b (pages 249 to 251).

Most notioeable is that the means for cluster 2 (N=24) are
always representative of
factorial oonditiol1 than

much faster response times per
the means for cluster 1 (N=31)
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(typically displaying about a 22% diffe:l:'eni:.ial),which in
turn are always representative of faster response times per
factorial condition that the means for cluster 3 (N=5)
(typically displaying about a 40% differential). Also
evident, for each of the three clusters, is that mean
response times for items presented in thElbwo cue condition
are consistently faster than those for items presented in
the zero cue condition and furthermore" that increases in
both t:je number of elelllentsper term, and number of
transformations between terms are direc·tlyproportional to
increases in response times fOr itenllspresented in both
precueing conditions. It is importa:nt to note that an
increase in the number of transforma'tionsbetween terms
results in a more significant increase in response times
than does an increase in the number of elements per term.
Apparently
than did

evaluation of transformations took more time
element analysis and was the primary sourCe of

Thus it would appear that the
observed in Table 5.Id (t.age

increases in response t.Lme .
response time effect, first
183), is still in evidence.

Assumably the difference in rapidity between cluster 1,
cluster 2 and cluster 3 response patterns is one of the
strong reasons for the clustering algorithm's execution of
the cluster solution however, closer examination of the
effects of the Nondegenerate exper Imerrcaf independent
variables indicates that speed of decision making alone
does not appear to be the sole basis for the solution.

The
that
Cue

first essential observation about the three clusters is
all three display a highly significant main effect for
(precueing condition)(see Table 5.9c page 253). A more

detailed inspection of this effect through the Cue contrast
comparison in Table 5.9d (page 254) reveals that both of
the CUe conditions produce significantlY different response
time effects within each cluster.
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The second essential difference is the indication in Table
5.9c of a highly signifioant main effect for Element
(number of elements per term) in all three clusters. A
more detailed investigation of this effect through the
Element contrasts in Table 5.9d indicates that each of the
three Element conditions 1, 2 and 3, produce significantly
different response time effects within cluster 1 and 2
whilst for cluster 3, there is a mild non significant
difference between Elements 1 and 2 and mild significant
differences between Elements 1 and 3 and Elements 2 and 3.
Expressed more succinctly, 01-2 < d2-3 < dl-3 (shere d =
difference between), wh.ichsuggests a temporary succession
of strategy modification in oJ.uster·3. This distinction is

• of gualita.tive interest and will be returned to in the
section Nondegenerate AnaLogy Clusters and Individual
Differences later in th4~ n~~~ter.

Similarly, from Table 5.9c, the distinction between
clusters for a highl:'significant Cue x Element interaction

,for cluster 1 is worth~ r~ fUrther qualitative speCUlation,
particularly in view of the mildly signifioant presence of
the effect in cluster 2 and the non significant presence of
the effect i11clUster 3. Again this will be returned to in
the section Nondegenerate Analogy Clusters and Individual
Differences late~ in this ohapter.

Of furt-herdistinction is the indication in Table 5.9C of a
highly significant main effect for 'l'rans(nur.).erof
transformation between terms) in all three clust.rs. A
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more detailed investigation of this effect through the
Trans contrasts in Table 5.9d indicates that each of the
three Trans conditions 1, 2 and 3, produce significantl~t
different response time effects within clusters 1 and 2,
whilst for cluster 3 there is a mild, non significant
difference between Trans 1 and 2, and mildly signifioant
differences between Trans 1 and 3 and Trans 2 and 3.
Expressed more succinctly, dl - 2 <·d2 - 3 < dl - 3 (where



d difference between), which suggests a temporary
succession of strategy modification in oluster 3. This
distinction is of qualitative interest and will be returned
to in the section Nondegenerate Clusters and Individual
Differences later in this chapter.

Also of interest, from Table 5.9c, is the distinction
between clusters for a highly significant Cue x Trans
interaction for clusters 1 and 2, particularly in view of
the mild, non significant presence of the effect in cluster
3. This distinction is of qualitative interest and will be
returned to in the section Nondegenerate Analogy clusters
and Individual Differences later in this chapter.

Of further importanoe, also from Table 5.90, is the
distin,ction bebleen clusters for a highly significant
Element x Trans interaction for clusters 1 and 2,
particularly in view of the noticeable but non significant
presence of the effect in cluster 3. This distinction
warrants further qualitative speculation and will be
returned to in the section Nondegenerate Analogy Clusters
and Individual Differences la'cerin this chapt.ea-.

Lastly, from Table 5,9c, the distinction between clusters
for a highly significant Cue x Element x ·rransinteraction
[or clusters 1 and 2 is of quaJitative interest, given the
absence of the ~ffect in cluster 3. Again this will be
returned to in the section Nondegenerate Analogy Clusters
and Individual Differences later in this chapter.
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As noted throughout this section, the points raised in the
discussions concerning the cluster solutions relevant to
each of the experimental geometric analogy types, will
rece~ve further attention in the seotion 'Clusters and
Individual Differenoes next in this chapter, in the
context of the wider implicatiol1s for an information
processing foundation for cluster membership.



ClusterS and Individual Differences

A point
objectives
individual

of major concern for the present research
is that most attempts in psychology to identify
differences in cognitive task performance in

and analogy task performance in particular (e.g.,
1977) have tended to assume one a priori approach

general,
Sternberg
to task
neglected

completion
to pay

and have therefore, to a large extent,
attention to qualitative variations i~

task performance (Just and carpenter, 1985).

Even different versions of the same psychometric test may
elicit different strategies (Just and carpenter, 1985) but,
because of the dominant tendency to analyse performance
through factor analytic techniques or th't"oughthe equally
assumptive
1977) or

approaches of IIcognitive components" (S·ternberg,
"cognitive correlates" (Hunt, Frost and

Lunnenborg, 1973), may still be described as essentially
identical in the psycnometric literature (KarlinE',
Schuerhoff and Kaplan, 1967).

It
the

may well
part

occur that contrasting strategy selection on
of ~uhjf.Jcts is simply not contemplated.

Differences are still treated quantatively at the expense
of qualitative. investigation and the interpretation of
strategy changes and alterations, both within and between
individuals, is subsequently restricted.

The tendency to oversimplify task demands and data
classification, because of theoretical constraints, has
served to impair previous research into the component
cognitive processes involved in analogical problem solving
(e.g., sternberg, J.977).
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More explicitly, as noted in the section Probl~ms with
componential Analysis in chapter 3, the scope for
variation is restricted within models based on fornlal



expectations about task structure and the sequence of task
components
explanations
terms of the

and processing steps. Consequently,
and descriptions are bound by the prescriptive

models themselves.

In the section Subjective Influences on cognitive Task
Performance in Chapter 4, reservations were also raised
about the value of forming theories of individual
differences in analogical reasoning based on the

of individuals' performance data from small
as N 24 (Sternberg, 1977) or N = 28

al., 1980). It is the contention of this
such sample sizes are insufficient to
application of a suitable data reduction

the purpose of identifying the range of

investigation
groups, such
(Mulholland et
thesis that
fb.cilitate the
technique for
solution strategies available for analogy task solution in
general, and geometric analogy task solution in particular.

Such self fulfilling approaches are further contaminated by
the Use of hypothesis sophisticated subjects who have
undergone implicit strategy priming (e.g., Sternberg,
1977), and explanatory predilection on the part of
researchers in the field.

In the present, study, whilst care was taken to maintain a
level of subject naivety and to overcome the shortcomings
associated with small groups of subjects by use of a much
larger sample, the collection of data for sUbjective item
complexity and strategy and its use in partitioning the
data set still retains the same restrictions for
explanation.

Whilst these subjective code groupings in themselves were,
partially at least, non random, the relationship between
subjective groupings and performance data is g'el1erallYless
compelling.
"componential

ThUS, as
, Analysis"

disoussed
Revisited

in the section
earlier in this
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chapter, whilst the subjective codes do provide some
evidence for non randomness of between group differences,
the non exacting basis for partition and the lack of
definitive performance differences between sub groups does
not make for an attractivE'foundation for speculat.ionor
theory development in the ex~loration of geometric analogy
problem solving.

In contrast the clUster solutions produced for each of the
experimental analogy types suggest something less
interpretation dependent. Whilst there are definitive
clusters for each analogy type, they do not, apart from the
obvious distinction of rapidi'ty between cluster response
patterns invite an interpretation through any of the usual
non explanatory dichotimies such as handedness gender,
etc. For each analogy type then, it is the subtle
differences between cluster properties, rather than their
similarities, that should be the focus of further
qualitative apeouLa'c i.cn,

In addition, each of the clu cering solutions is based upon
calCUlable statistical regularities (in squared Euclidean
distance) which do not appeal to categorical expectations
formed from prior research findings. The cluster solutions
do not
reports

appear' either
or judgements

to be associated wi,n introspective
and there is consequently no real

analogy type
in

are
cluster response
an artefact of

patterns for each
simple statistical

compulsion to accommodate these into any investigation of
the information processing constraints on geometric analogy
task performance.

It remains essential to ascertain the extent to which the
FASTCLUS algorithm can be trusted; the extent to which the
cluster solution can be validated and the extent to which
the differences

procedures.
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One candidate argument wouLd be that the groupings for each
analogy type were a reflection of merely fast-slow
partitioning of the columns of the respective data
matrices. Under this answer observed differenoes in ANOVA,
CONTRAST and PROFILE pr ocedure.s would not represent a valid
solution and would not therefore represent meaningful
differences in geometric analogy information processing.

Alternatively,
the basis of
formation of a

if the FASTCLUS algorithm forms clusters on
(Euclidean) spatial separation then the
consistent and robust cluster solution for

each geometric analogy type, where clusters are separated
by distance representative of speed 'differences, is perhaps
inevitable. Wh,3.tis not inevitable is that for each
experimental analogy type
solutions would endure

exactly
despite the

the same clUster
algorithm being

instructed,
seeds, to
twenty.
separation

through the specification of maximum initial
select cluster seeds of every number from two to

This would appear to suggest that the distance
between the clusters (comprising the cluster

solutions for each analogy type) is not an artefact but a
very real statistical regularity in each of the four data

information processing constraints operating for the

sets. It is the contention of this thesis that such
evidence of statistical regularity must be regarded as the
product of subjects' Lnr'crma+Lon processing constraints as
revealed through the experimental task demands.

The evidence from the analysis reported in the section the
Cluster F~alysis Procedures in chapter 5, indicates
therefore that there may be a definitive qualitative and
quantitative distinction to be made in terms of the

membership of the clusters comprising the cluster solutions
prOduced for each analogy type.

A separate discussion
solutions relevant to
types.

will
each

be
of

presented fo:r:the cluster
the experimental analogy
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Degenerate Analogy Clusters and Individual Differences

Based on the cluster solution produLed for this analogy
type, one scenario might be that in cluster 1, where there
is mild non significant evidence for a CUe 2 < Cue 1 effect
(where CUe 2 two cue precueing condition, and Cue 1 =
zero cue precueing condition), mildly significant evidence
for a 1 Element < 2 Element < 3 Element effect (where
Element number of elements per analogy term), a
noticeable but non significant Cue x Element interaction
effect, together with a comparatively long overall response
latency for all conditions, cluster members are operating
on a comparatively slow, comparatively unstable strategy

,. which, while appearing responsive to variations in the
number of elements per analogy term, is only mildly
sensitive to the amount of precueing information provided,
with the effects of these fao·tors,i.e., Cue and Element,
appearing to be independent and additive rather than
interactive. Furthermore, this strategy appears to be
subject to progressive modification over time (Element
related main and interaction effects). Perhaps here the
Element factor related effects indicate strategy refinement
or learning rather than strategy alteration and may
therefore be in keeping with the item familiarity effects
reported by sternberg (1985).

The strategy being applied by cluster 2 is somewhat
differ.nt. Statistically si~lificant evidence for a stable
Cue 2 < Cue 1 effect, a stable 1 Element < 2 Element < 3
Element effect, and a statistically significant Cue x
Element interaction effect, together with a faster respOnbe
latency for all factorial conditions, suggests that the
strategy employed by cluster 2 members is quicker, more
stable, and more ~ensitive to variations in both the amount
of precueing information provided and variations in the
number of elements per analogy term, with the effect of
these factors, . i.e., Cue and Element being highly
interactiVe.
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Thus the relative speeds between the Degenerate analogy
clusters appear to be accompanied by noticeable differences
in information processing constraints that are not imposed
by demand characteristics brt; by task demands.

semidegenerate (A:A::B:B) Analogy Clusters and Individual
Differences

Based on the clUster solution produced for 'c}:;is analogy
type I one possibility might be that in cluste~ 1, where
there is statistically significant evidffi1cefor a stable
Cue 2 < Cue 1 effect (where Cue 2 = two cue precueing
condition, and Cue 1 zero cue"precueing condition), a
stable 1 Element < 2 Element < 3 Element effect (where
Element
Trans

number of elements per analogy term), a stable 1

< 3 Trans effect (where Trans number of
beb,reen analogy terms), and to a lessertransformations

extent non significant interaction effects for Cue x
Element, Cue x Trans and Element x Trans together with a
compara"l:ively
conditions,
comparatively
sensitive to

long overall response latency for all
cluster members are operating on a

slow, comparatively stable strategy which is
the amount of precueing information provided,

as well as variations in both the number of elements per
analogy term and number of transformations between analogy
terms. Furthermore, the Cue, Element and Trans fac'tor
related effects appear to be independent and additive
rather than interactive.
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The strategy being applied by cluster 2 is probably
similar. The evidence of the same Cue 2 < Cue 1 effect
observed in cluster 11 as well as the same 1 Element < 2
Elemellt < 3 Element effect, the same 1 TranS < 3 Trans
effect,
for Cue
features

and a similar hon significant interaction effect
x Element, is all too similar in properties to the
identified in cluster 1. A mildly significant

Element x Trans interaction effect for cluster 2 serveS as



the only distinguishing feature between it and cluster 1.

Thus it would appear that the noticeable (and
significantly) faster response times recorded for cluster 2
members, over all factorial conditionA, constitute the
major reason for the clustering algorithm's separating them
from cluster 1 members. The same explanation cannot be
offered for the clustering algorithm's separation of
cluster 3 members from both cluster 1 and cluster 2
members.

The strat.egy~'.'•ng applied by cluster 3 members is somewhat
different to those applied by cluster 1 and cluster 2
members. Mild non significant evidence for Cue 2 < Cue 1,

.: 1 Element < 2 Element < 3 Element and 1 Trans < 3 Trans
iten complexity main effects, a non significant Element x
Tran.s interaction effect together with a very much slower
respcmse latency for all factorial conditions, suggests
that the strategy employed by cluster 3 members is slower,
less stable, less responsive to the amount of precueing
information provided, and less sensitive to variations in
both the number of elements per analogy term and number of
transformations between analogy terms, than the strategies
employed by either cluster 1 or cluster 2 members.
Furthermore, this strategy appears to be subject to
progressive modification over time (Element related main
and interaction effects). Perhaps here the Element factor
related effects indicate strategy refinement or learning
rather than strategy alteration and may therefore be in
keeping with the item familiarity effects reported by
sternberg (1985). Furthermore, the CUe, Element and Trans
factor related effects appear to be independent and
additive rather than interactive.

Thus the relative speeds between Semidegenerate (A:A:;B:B)
analogy clusters appear to be accompanied by both subtle
differences (between cluster 1 and cluster 2) and
significant differences (betvreen clusters 1.. and 2 and
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cluster 3) in information processing constrants that are
not imposed by demand characteristics but by task demands.

semidegenerate (A:B::A:B) Analogy Clusters and Individual
Differences

Based on the cluster solution produced for this analogy
type, one scenario might be that in cluster 1, where there
is mild non significant evidence for a Cue 2 < Cue 1 effect
(where Cue 2 two cue precueing condition, and Cue 1 =

zero cue precueing condi.t . .) , noticeable but non
significant evidence
Element effect (where

for botlla 1 Element < 2 Element < 3
Element .number of elements per

analogy term) and a 1 Trans < 3 Trans effect (where Trans =
number of transformations between analogy terms), together
with a comparatively long overall response latency for all
conditions, cluster members are operating on ~
00mparatively slow, comparatively unstable strategy which,
while appearing mildly responsive to the amount of
precueing information provided, is only slightly sensitive
to variations in both the number of elements per analogy
term and the number of transformations between analogy
terms. Moreover the Cue, Element and Trans factor related
effects appear to be Lndependerrcand additive rather than
interactive.

The strategy being applied by cluster 2 is somewhat
different. Statistically significant evidence for a stable
Cue 2 < Cue 1 effect, a stable 1 Element < 2 Element < 3
Element effect, a stable 1 Trans < 3 Trans effect, and
significant interaction effects for Cue X Elelllent,Cue x
Trans, Element x Tran~ and Cue X Element x Trans, together
~.,ith a faster response ratiency for all factorial
conditions, suggest that the strategy employed by cluster 2
members is quicker, more stable, more responsive to tlle
amount of preoueing information provided, and more
sensitive to both the number of ele.mentsper analogy t,'"'il
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an: the number of transformations between analogy terms.
Furthermore, the Cue, Element and Trans factor related
effects appear to be highly interactive.

Thus the
(A:B: :A:B)

noticeable

relative speeds
analogy clusters

between the semidegenerate
appear to be accompanied by

differences in information processing
reristicsconstraints that are not imposed by demand c

but by task demands.

Nondegenerate Analogy Clusters and Individual Differences

Based on the cluster solution produced for this analogy
type, one possibility might be that in cluster I, where
there is statistically significant evidence for a stable
Cue 2 < Cue ] effect (where Cue 2 = two cue precueing
condition and Cue 1 zero cue pr~cueing condition) a
stable 1 Element < 2 Element < 3 Element effect (where
Element = number of elements per analogy term), a stable 1

Trans < 2 Trans < 3 Trans effect (where Trans = number of
transformations bet,yeen analogy terms), and significant
interaction effects for CUe x Element, Cue x Trans, Element
x Trans and Cue x Element x Trans, together with a
comparatively long overall response latency for all
conditions, cluster members are operating on a
comparatively slow, comparatively stable strategy which is
sensitive to the amount of precueing information provided,
as well as variations in both the number of elements per
analogy term and number of transformations between analogy
terms. Furthermore, the Cue, Element and Trans factor
related effects appear to be highly interactive.

The strategy being applied by cluster 2 is probaDly
similar. The evidence of the same Cue 2 < Cue 1 effect
observed in cluster ,-'-, as well as the same 1 Element < 2
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Element < 3 Element effect, the same l Trans < 2 Trans < 3
Trans effect, and similar significant interaction effects
for Cue x Element, Cue x Trans, Element x Trans and Cue x
Element x Trans, is all too similar in prcperties to the
features identified in cluster 1. Thus it would appear
that the noticeable and (significant) faster response times
recorded for cluster 2 members, over all factorial
conditions, constitute the major reason for the clustering
algorithm's separating them from cluster 1 members. The
same explanation cannot be offered for the clustering
algorithm's separation ~f cluster 3 members from both
cluster 1 and cluster 2 members.

" The strategy being applied by cluster 3 members is somewhat
different to those applied by cluster 1 and cluster 2
members. Most noticeable is the evi.denoeof the same Cue 2
< Cue 1, 1 Element < 2 Element < 3 Element, and 1 Trans < 2
Trans < 3 Trans item complexity main effects observed in
cluster 1 and cluster 2. However, in their very much
slower response items oVer all factorial conditions cluster
3 members snow no significant interact.ioneffects for Cue x
Element, Cue x Trans and Element x Trans. Moreover, and in
contrast to the cluster 1 and cluster 2 strategies the Cue,
Element and Trans factor related effects appear to be
independent and' additive jn this strategy, In addition,
the strategy ascribed to by cluster 3 members appears to be
subject to progressive modification over time (Element and
TJ.:'ansrelated main and interaction effects), Perhaps here
both the Element and Trans factor related effects indicate
strategy refinement or learning rather than strategy
alteration and may therefore be in keeping with the item
familiarity effects reported by Sternberg (1985),

Thus the relative speeds be_~.,eenNondegenerate analogy
clusters 1 and 2 and cluster 3 appear to be accompanied by
noticeable differences in information processing
constraints that ar~ not imposed by demand characteristics
but by task demands.
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That the effects identified for each analogy type are
observed on
comparatively

the basis of statistical regularities over a
large subject sample should serve to

reinforce this appeal to information processing constraints
and may perhaps even begin to offer insight into the
influence of mental workload variations on geometric
analogy task performance, an issue th\t will be reviewed in
the section Componential Analysis and Mental Workload
next in this chapter.

componential Analysis and Mental Workload

Previously, in
attention has
evaluation of

most instances of mental workload research,
been focused solely on the formation and

mathematical models that best define
cognitive task performance under conditions of varying
mental workload, rather than investigating underlying
factors contributing to subjective variations in task
performonc@. It has been the contention throughout this
thesis that the latter form of investigation is dependent
upon an accurate and robust model of task demands.
Sternberg's (1977) componential theory of analogical
reasoning proposes models of the nature, specifio to
analogy task performance, see the section componential
Models of Analogical Reasoning to Chapter 3 for a
discussion of these models. Hm.,rever,despite its providing
valuable insights into the nature of mental abilities,
Sternberg's theory has until now been excluded from
research designed ~o investigate the concept of mental
workload. By replicating certain of the procedures
employed by Sternberg (1977), in his Geometric Analogy
Experiment, and inoorporating these with certain other
procedures, see the section "Componential Analysisti
Revisited earlier in this chapter for a discussion
thereof, the present study has attempted to investigate the
extent to which findings from an apparently stable
cognitive phenomenon, i.e., forced choice geometric analogy
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task solution, can offer insights into the influence of
mental workload variations on cognitive task performance.

It will be recalled from the section Sternberg's
comp-merrt.La'. Theory of Analogical Reasoning in Chapter 3
that sternberg (1977) tested several models representing
different assumptions about serial versus parallel
processing and exhaustive versus self-terminating
processing in the element encoding and comparison
components of Nondegenerate geometric analogy task
solution. The model which accounted for the greatest
portion of variance across different types of analogy items
was one which anoodd.nqand inference of the transformations
from the A. term to the B term was serial and exhaustive,
whereas mapping and application of the elements with
respect to the C and D terms were s~rial and
self-terminating, see Figure 3.6 in the section
Componential Models of Analogical Reasoning in Chapter 3
for a flow chart and discussion of this model. However, it
is important to note that the geometric analogies included
in Sternberg's (1977)
it could well be that
one described above)
simple analogy items
complex times.

investigation were rather easy, and
tho simple linear models (suoh as the
that fit the response time data for
do not necessarily apply for more

It is a contention of the present study that in any kind of
cognitive process the probability of multi phasio,
overlapping events cannot be igno:r:edin favour of the
appeal to simplicity of a neat linear, sequential model and
furthermore, that it is naive to expect that information
processing components operate in a discreet, mutually
exclusive or additive way, as was the assumption in
sternberg's experimental work.

The design and procedure of the present study facilitated
the verification of. ,,,hetheradditivity of element and
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transformation processing holds for overall forced choice
geometric analogy solution latency, across conditions of
varying item complexity, as advocated by sternberg (1977).
Violations of additivity, depending on their severity and
form, would suggest supplementary or alternative process
assumptions for task performance.

From the sections Solution strategy and the Experimental
Task in
strategy
subjects
analogy
strategy,

Chapter 5 and Task Structure and Solution
earlier in this chapter, it will be recalled that
introspective reports of task solution for each

type suggested a sequential information processing
with information components operating in an

additive way, thus supporting the experimental assumptions
of sternberg (1977). FUrthermore, on the basis of
subjeotive strategy reports it was oonoluded, for each
experimental analogy type, that in terms of performanoe
components adopted and order of component execution,
ohanges in task complexity fail to elicit meaningful
strategic variations on the part of SUbjects. However, in
light of the out.comaof the cluster analysis and subsequent
analysis of variance p:rooedures,it would appear that the
abcvemerrtLonad results and conclusions based on the
analysis of subjects introspective reports together with
Sternberg's (1977) proposals conoerning the nature of
element and transformation prooessing in forced choice
geometric analogy task solution are reinterpretable.

It was noted earlier on in this discussion chapter that
there were inc1ications from the inspeotion of results
partitioned by sUbjective reports and judgement codes that
for each experimental analogy type there were non random
effects attributable to strategy differences and item
complexity associations, but that there was no apparent
explanation as to whether these effects were meaningful,
and if so, whethe,rthey could at all be attributed to the
level of mental workload BY-perienced by subjects during
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rigorous
inherent

and less
within

To overcome this Lmpas.se, a more
prescriptive investigation of the pattern
each of the four data matrioes was

task performance.

undertaken, by means of examining the results of the
cluster analysis procedures reported in Chapter 5.

since the differences in rapidity between cluster response
patterns for each of the four cluster solutions have been
discounted as the sole basis for the solutions, it is
assumed that each of the four solutions are directly
related to the pattern or structure inherent in each of the
four data matrices and ar.ethus directly attributable to
the effects of the independent variables in each of the
factorial experimental designs.

The results of the cluster analysis and subsequent analysis
of variance procedures strongly suggest the presenoe of ·two
broad informatjon prooessing strategy types for each of the
experimental analogy types, i.e., a slower, comparatively
unstable strategy type, slightly sensitive to variations in
both the number of elements per analogy term and number of
transformations between analogy terms (only variations in
the number of elements per analogy term in the case of the
Degenerate analogy items), mildly responsive to the amount
of precueing information provided, and Lnvol.vi.nqadditivity
of element and transformation processing (in the case of
the Semidegenerate A:A;;B:B, semidegenerate A:B::A:B and
Nondegenerate analogy items); and a significantly faster,
more stable strategy type, highly sensitive to variations
in both the number of elements per analogy term and number
of transformations between analogy terms (only variations
in the number of elements per analogy term in the case of
the Degenerate analogy items), hig~iy responsive to the
amount of precusing information provided, and involving
interaction of element and transformation processing (in
the case of the Semidegenerate A:A:;B:Bi semidegenerate
A:B: :A:B and Nondegenerate analogy items). MoreoVer, it is
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important to note that for each experimental analogy type,
the former strategy type described above (which for present
purposes will be referred to as strategy I), was
consistently employed by the minority of sUbjects; ranging
from 5% (3/60) for the Degenerate analogy items, to 8,35%
(5/60) for the Nondegenerate analogy items. Alternatively
the latter strategy type (which for present purposes will
be referred to as strategy II was consistently employed
~y t~e vast majority of subjects.

At this juncture, it must
cl~ster solutions comprising
Se~idegenerate A:A::B:B and

be pointed out that in those
three olusters, i.e., the

Nondegenerate analogy cll1ster
sol~tions, where differences in response time appeared to
be the major reason for the clustering algorithm's
separation of cluster 1 and oluster 2 members, the
pr~essing strategies employed in each of the clusters
(i.e., olusters 1 and 2) have been categorised as a single
brnad strab>gy type, henoe the abovementioned reference to
... two broad information processing strategy types for

aaeh experimental analogy type."

It will be reoalled from the sA.oti(;nFurther Comments on
Sternberg's Theory
Pellegrino and' Lyon
applicability of the
Sternberg (1977) to simple forced ohoioe geometric analogy
items, expressed doubt as to their applicability to more
oomplex items. With this concern in mind, one possible
explanation for the appar~nt dichotomy of strategy types
for eaoh experimental analogy type, given the
oharaoteristics of these strategy types, would be that
strategy I (which ::..nterms of t'1enature of element and
t:cansfC'rmation prouessing cor-raspends olos'ely witl"'.the
ster!lberg oomponential modaLa) was 'llmployedfor the
solution of the least complex items within eaoh analogy
typel bu~ as item complexity inoreased oertain subjeots

of Analogy in chapter 3, that
(1979) I while aokno,dedging the

simple linear models proposed by
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(always the minority) were
working method (strategy
application of strategy

unable
II),
I

and
to employ a dif.ferent
oontinued with the

thereby resulting in a
deterioration in task performanoe which is evidenced by the
significantly higher solution times recorded by subjects
employing this strategy type. In contrast oertain other
subjects
different

increases

(always the majority) were able to employ a
working method, i.e., Strategy II thereby
a high level of task performance at inoreased

task complexity. It would therefore appear that
in item complexity oould in fact elicit

maintaining
levels of

meaningful strategio variations, on the part of certain
subjects at least, in order to overcome associated
increases in mental wOl~load and maintain high standards of
task performance.

If subjects do in fact employ the infotmation processing
components as indicated in the prooess models presented in
the section Task structure and Solution s-trategyearlier
in this chapter, and desoribed as best defining task
performance
(something

on each of
which cannot

'':heexperimental analogy types
be taken for granted for reasons
this chapter) I and apply them
the abovementioned information

stated previously in
according to either of
pl.'ocessing strategy -types, it wouLd seem reasonable to
argue that while the simple linear models proposed by
sternberg (1977) define rather well subjects' task
performance on simple forced choice geometric analogy
items, they appear to be mere approximations of the
apparently non line~r behaviours employed in more complex
forced ohoice geometric analogy problem solving situations.

Additive element and transformation processing may well be
a viable strategy for simple f0rced choice geometric
analogy task solution, bu·tevidence assembled here suggests
that it is not. neoessarily a "hatural" (Jolicoeur, 198[,)
strategy for handling more complex forced choioe geomutrio
analogy item:::;.
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Under these circumstances the extent to which evidence of
additivity of element and transformation processing (as
advocated in Sternberg's theory) ought to be viewed as
evidence for the investigation of the LnfLue'noeof mental
workload variations of forced ~~oice geometric analogy task
performance is hardly compelling.

More pragmatically, a number of alternative features emerge
from the data.

Firstly,
clearly
analogy
would

response time data presented in Tables S.la - S.ld
indicate that increasing the number of elements per
term increased solution time as predicted. This

apparently suggest that the element patterns"

comprising
decomposed
Sternberg

the terms of the axpar-Lmerrt.a I analogy items were
serially, element by element as proposed by
(1977) • The rate

(additive)
of processing elements was

within each transformationnearly constant
condition, but was found to vary as a function of the
number of transformations between analogy terms, generally
increasing in time per ~lement with increases in the number
of transformations. similarly, transformations between
terms appear to have been processed in a serial fashion as
solution proceeded, additively wi'hin each number of
elements condition, and inL!reasing in time per
transformation with increases in the number of elements.
The response
solutions also
effects.

time data per cluster for each of the cluster
suggest the presence of these response time

Secondly,
Complexity

it will be
and Task

recalled from the sections stimulus
Performance and Clusters and stimulus

Properties earlier in this chapter that the major factor
leading to increase:=;in response latency (referring to
semidegenerate A:A::B:B, Semidegenerate A:B::A:B and
Nondegenerate item solution)
transformations between analogy
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number of elements per term. This issue will receive
further attention later on in this section.

Thirdly, and of particular sigi1ificanoe to the present
research are the potential reasons why the data yielded by
the cluster analysis and subsequent analysis of variance
techniques indicated violations of simple additivity (for
Semidegenera·te A:A::B:B, semidegenerate A:B: t A:Band
Nondegenerate item solution) under the combined effects of
element and transformation processing. One potential
explanation is that as item complexity increases, there
begins to be a problem of mental wo~kload that draws upon a
limited capacity processing system. It is contended that
each operation
and identifying
analogy yield

performed in decomposing element patterns
transformations between the terms of an

units of information that need to be stored
in working memory. As more partial information is
accumulated and entered into memory, it may occur chat;t.he
limits of such a processing system are reached. In such
circumstances, both processing time and effort may have to
be l?artially iiverted to updating and maintaining the
aocumu.Labed contents of working memory. This may be
particularly true given that solution times carryover a
range of seconds, thereby requ~r~ng information to be
aocessible to memory for more than a very brief dUration.

Given
pa'ttern

these assumptions, the processes involved in element
deoomposition and comparison and transformation
for simple forced choice geometric analogy items
considered tn te essentially additive, and memory

analysis
could be
load, which increases at an acceleratjng rate, produces the
increasingly long solution times associated with increases
in complexity. However, as both the number of elements per
term and number of transformations between terms increase,
item solution may require subst.antial.external memory that
is unavailable, thus oreating a need for alternative
processing strategies. This would amount to a shift in the
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proportion of total time that goes to the aotual processing
operations assooiated with element pattern decomposition
and transformation analysis, as compared to the time for
information management in the form of deliberate control
and sequenoing of the pieces of information to be sampled
and tested. It would therefore not be unrealistic to
assume that a certain amount of time sharing (McCormick and
Sanders, 1982) takes place in complex forced choice
geometric analogy task solution. This assumption is of
great importance in the context of the present study since
the notion of time sharing is a rejection of a rigid
sequential strategy, such as that.advocated by the simple
linear models

integrated
proposed by Sternberg (1977), in favour of a

strategy involving interactive element andmore
transformation processing.

It was noted.earlier in this section that the response time
data suggested that the major factor leading to inoreases

latency (for semidegenerate A:A::B:B,in response
semidegenerate
involved the

A:B: :A:B, and Nondegenerate item solution)
number of transformations between the terms of

the item. The data reveal that as a function of item
structure, there may be two different ways in which
increases in transformational complexity lead to increases
in response latency. In the two and three element items,
where transformations are mapped onto separate elements,
increa ws in response times can be just aied in terms ot an
acoomul at.i.on of independent representational events.
Hot·/evE.z , for cases where there are multiple transformations
of a single element, the data indicate the necessity for
postulating an additional component that significantly
contr.Lbutes ·to increased response latency. The ra·tionale
for suggesting the LnoLusion of this additional component
involves the amount of information that must be represented
in working memory for any given item. .1-\ necessary
assumption is that each transformation applied.to the same
or different elements requires at least one placekeeper in
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working memory (Kotovsky and simon, 1973). Given this
assumption it is possible to specify potential differences
between items involving one-to-one versus many-to-one
transformation to element mappings (for illustrative
purposes task performance on a multiple element, multiple
transformation Nondegenerate forced choice geometric
analogy item shall be discussed).

An item with two separately transformed elements would
probably require two memory pl~0ekeepers for inferring the
relationship between the A and B analogy terms. However,
an item with two transformations of the same element would
apparently require at least two and possibly three memory
placekeepers since the order or sequence of applyin~
transformatiol.\ may constitute a third component of
transformation analysis. Another potential difference
between the two item types is the requirement that
individuals store and operate on intermediate internal
representations during the application process from the C
term tc the answer options. All one-to-one mappings of
transformations
for checking

to elements would provide external sources
the results of applying separate

transformations between the C term and the ansWer options.
However, in the single element multiple transformation
case, testing and memory would have to be internal for all
but the final product of the application of several
transformations. Thus, items vrithmultiple transformations
of a single element wouLd probably require an additional
memory placekeeper for storing the intermediate products of
solution processes during the applicatl.on process. The
intermediate products that have to be stored, in addition
to the other reoord keeping required, would further tax
memory capacity and thereby result in increased response
latency. It is important to note that the memory load
explanation .offered here is verified by empirical studies
of performance on series extrapolation problems (e.g.,
Kotovsky and simon, 1973; Holzman, Glazer and Pellegrino,
1976) •
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It ~ould therefore appear that on the basis of the response
time and cluster analysis data, forced choice geometric
analogy solution is systematicallY related to both the
element and transformation structure of individual items as
originally hypothesised. The major determinant of response
latency (on semidegellt:lrateA:A::B:B, semidegenerate
A:B::A:B and Nondegenerate items) was shown to be the
transformational complexity of an item. Possibly the most
interesting outcome of the latency and cluster analyses was
the indication that working memory factors associated with
the representation and management of item features provided
the basis for nonadditive increases in response latency for
~rced choice geometric analogy task'solution.

Fourthly, it would appear that performance on forced choice
geometric analogy items requires a cons.i.derableamount of
procedural knowl.edqeand strategic expertise. part of this
expertise may include the ability to shift processing
strategies in order to overcome the mental workload that
arises when em~l.oyinga strategy that is optimal for simple
items but not for more oomplex items. If increased task
demands can be dealt with only by a change in processing
strategy, then the mechanism of strategy choice would be
central to the SUbject's reaction to these demands (Norman
and Bobrow, 1975).

Based on the present research evidence it appears that
strategic flexibility served to enhance the subjects' level
of proficiency on the experimental items, thereby reducing
the mental effort required to meet task demands.
consequently the same actual demand would have imposed
different operational workload dependent on the cognitive
capabilities and strategic flexibility of the subjeot.

The present
signifioantly
for eaoh of

research findings suggest that the
slower respo.nselatenoies of certain subjects
the factorial conditions under high task
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demands could have occurred as a natural function of normal
decision making mechanisms, rather than through an actual
deterioration in infol.l11ationprocessing capacities.

Lastly, it was •.oted in the section Procedure in Chapter
4 that experimental items were presented in either the zero
or two cue precueir:g condition. The rationale for
employing this procedure, as part of the present
experimental design, was to facilitate the investigation of
the influence of task uncertainty on forced choice
geometric analogy task performance.

From the sections stimulus complexity and Task
Performance and Clusters and stimulus Properties earlier
in this chapter, it will be recalled that the solution
times recorded for experimental items presented in the two
cue condition were consistently faster than those recorded
for items presented in the zero cue condition. These
findings are in accordance with those of Sternberg (1977).

A candidate explanation for these findings, in the context
of the present r@search, is that whereas subjects would
have apparently solved items presented in the zero cue
condition by employing the information processing
components indicated in the process models presented in the
section Tasle structure and Solution strategy earlier in
this chapter, and described as best defining task
performance on each of the experimental analogy types, and
applying them according to either strategy I or Strategy
II descri,bed earlier in this sec.......on, their solution cf
items pre5ented in the two cue cOllditionwould have been
subtly clifferent. In the first part of item presenta'tion
subjects would have encoded 'thetwo term~ presented! and
inferred. the relation between 'them. Having completed this,
the seoond part of item presentation would have commenced.
Here, subjects would have been presented with the entire
analogy as it would have appeared had it been present~d in
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the zero Cue condition. Having encoded and inferred the
relationship between the two ter1US in the first part of
item presentation, solution of the analogy would have
required merely a subset of the full set of information
processing components (depending on the analogy types),
identified in the section Task structure and Solution
strategy earlier on in this chapter as best defining
forc~d choice geometric analogy task performance, being
app.Lied according' to either strategy I and strategy
II. These assumptions would serve to explain the raster
solution times recorded for items presented in the two cue
condition. It would therefore not seem unrealistic to
argue that
presented in
the processing
presentation.

subjects used the precueing information
the first part of item presentation to reduce

load encountered in the second part of item

Reducing
precueing

task uncertainty
information in

by presenting
the first

subjects
part of

with
item

presentation served
associated with item

to reduce
solution.

the
This

mental worl(load
contention ,\~puld

appear to be supported by the consistently faster solution
times recorded for items presented in the two cue
condition.

Future mental workload research based on the findings
yielded by, and using investigative and analytical
techniques similar to those employed in the present stUdy,
may yield valuable information regarding the adaptive
characteristics of cognitive task performance under
conditions of varying workload, information which may serve
to highlight important sources of individual and
developmental differences in cognitive abilities.

Thes~ possibilities receive further attention in the
section Prospects for componential Analysis and Mental
Workload Research next in this chapter.
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Prospects for componential Analysis and Mental Workload
Research

So far this
interpretation
understanding

discussion chapter
of experimental

of the influence

has
data

of

concentrated
for a

upon
better

mental workload
variations on forced choice geometric analogy task
performance, and it has culminated with the highlighting of
certain issues that could serve to benefit future
investigations into both the information processing
components involved in cognitive.task performance, as well
as the Lmp.Li.cat.Lonsof mental vlOrkload variation on
cognitive task performance. This section attempts to set
these issues within the wider context of componential
analysis and mental workload research. It will be recalled
from the prot~acted discussions in Chapters 3 and 4 that
previous componential
investigations have
weaknesses.

analysis and
been restricted

mental
by a

workload
number of

It was noted in the section conceptual and Methodological
Issues in Chapter 4 that componential analysis research
has suffered because of the repetitive use of small numbers
of hypothesis sophisticated subjects and the rsducti.onof
subjects I solution strategies into (a) sequential model(s)
on the basis of a priori assumptions of component
execution.

similarly, it was noted in the section The concept of
Mental Workload in Chapter 2 that the lack of consensus
upon the definition of mental workload (Williges and
Wierwille, 1979; MOL .y, 1982) could be attributed to the
atte:-pts by theorists to define workload as a unitary
concept, having simple characteristics and effects.

It was argued that a unitary approach to mental workload
and its measuxement would result in methodologioal problems
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since the level of defini·tionwas often inappropriate for
the level of research conducted. As a result, certain
theorists have adhered to a number of untested and often
invalid
defining
Welford,
workload

assumptions from which they propose methods of
and evaluating mental workload (Teiger, 1978;
1978). Furthermore, in most instances of ment~l
research attention has been devoted to the

formulation and evaluation of mathematical models that
"best" describe cognitive workload rather than
investigating underlying factors contributing to subjective
differences in task performance.

Since it is a theoretical construct, it was contended in
Chapter 4, that mental workload might best be defined
operationally, az this would facilitate dealing with the
concept at various levels of detail so that the details of
the experimental design would be adequately justified,
thereby yielding lo~ical and interrelated results and

certain aspects in more detail. It was stated that in

conclusions. For
processing approach
construction of an

present purposes, an information
was used as the basis for the
operational definition of mental

workload and its consequences, i.e., litheextent to which
an individual is able to fulfil the mental task demands
imposed by the task in vThichhe/she is engagedH•

It was noted further, in Chapter 4, that phase two of an
operational definition involved the consideration of

human information processing terms, performance and
workload appeared to depend upon the interaction of four
factors: the mental taslcdemands (Bainbridge, 1978); the
infC'rmation processing capacities of the individual (Hacker
et al., 1978); the strategies used to relate demands to
cognitive capacities; and when a range· of cognitive
strategies is available, skill in choosing the most
efficient (Norman and BObrow, 1975). The present rr:.search
has endeavoured to compenliate for the shortcomings
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associated with previous compon~ntial analysis and men~al
workload investigations and was designed in such a way,s
to facilitate the investigation of the interaction of the
abovementiLned factors as they would apply to ta.sk
performance on forced choice geometric analogy items.

'I1-.is study has brought together evidence from the
previou.;ly unrelated fields of componential analysis and
mente'.1 wozkl.oad research in order to investigate whether
performance on an apparently stable cognitive phenomenon,
1.e., the forced choice <;Ieometric analogy task, undar
conditions of varying oompLei.Lt.y , .can offer insights into
the influence of mental workload on cognitive task
performance.

The. nature of 1

was such that c
significant implica'
and mental workload ~_ ;bu~

work involving cognitive t

~r 'ep~al design and procedure
i :dings which could have

u\ ,)ll1ponentialanalysis
, for the design of

Present research findings have serVP-<ito highlight the
naivety displayed by cognitive components theorists such as
Sternberg (1977), Pellegrino and Glaser (1980) and
Pellegrino and 'Kail (1982), in their choosing to discount
the probability of multi-phasic, overlapping events in
favour of the appeal to simplicity of neat linear
sequential models, and their acceptance 'thatinformat:'..on
processing components operate in a discreet, mutually
exclusive or additive way. Models formulated on the basis

appear to be superficially
inevitably lack either credibility or

'~

generalisability, as has been evidenced by this study.

of such theorising
but will

may
sUfficient

The preser.tstudy has proposed several process models that,
on the basis of the experimental data, would appear to best
define task performance on Degenerate, semidegenerate
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" (A:A::13:13) and Semidegenarate (A:B::A:B) foroed choice
geometric analogy items, in terms of information prooessing
components adopted and order of component exeoution. It
must however, be emphasised that these models are mere
approximations of the very possibly non linear behaviours
that individuals would employ in these problem solving
situations. Perhaps these prooess models, together with
'I::hetwo broad information prooessing strategy types
ident.ified, i.e" strategy I and strate,.d II, could
serve as a basis for future investigations into the
information processing components involved in the solution
of foroed choice geometric analogy items of the types
investigated here,

A signifioant outcome of this study was the indioation that
a certain amount of time sharing (MoCormiok and Sandex-s,
1982) oocurs during C'omplexforoed ohoice geometric analogy
taJk solution. This finding would appear to have important
implications for futllreinvestigations into the information
processing components involved in cognitive task
performance, since the notion of time sharing is the
rejection of a rigid sequential strategy to task solution,
such as that advocated by the simple linear oomponential
models proposed by sternberg (1977), in favour of a more
integrated strategy involving interactiv~ element and
tr~nsformation processing.

Data yielded from the cluster analysis and subsequent
analysis of variance techniques ravealed violations of
simple additivity on forced.ohoice geometric analogy items
under the combined effects of element and transformation
processing. J?erhaps the most important outoome of this
study was the indioation that \'1orkingIt,emoryfactors
assooiated w:l.ththe representation and Management of item
features provided the basis for such non additive increases
in .response latenoy. Based on these findings, it would
appear that future models of forced choice geometric
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analogy task SOlution in partiqular, and cognitive cask
solution in general, would have to incorporate additional
control and/or memory managem~nt processes in order to
explain performance on complex or difficult items.

Data yielded from subjects post hoc introspective reports
of solution strategy, together with that yielded from the
cluster analysis and subsequent analysis of variance
techniques suggest that an individual's stra·t:egyand
information processing oonstraints may be more flexibly
applied to the forced choice geometrio analogy task,
particularly under conditions of in~reased complexity, than
would be suggested by the simple linear componential models
of analogical reasoning proposed by sternberg (1977). ~his
would imply that strategic flexibility on the part of an
individual could serve to enhance his/her level of
proficiency on the forced choice geometric analogy t.aakin
particular, and cognitive tasks i.n general, thereby
resUI·t:ing ::'na reduction of mental effort. consequently,
the amount of mental workload imposed by the same actual
task demand, would appear to be a function of the cognitive
capabilities and strategic flexibility of an individual.
If this were the case, and increased task demands could
onl.y be d,.ealtwith by a ohange in solution strategy, the
mechan Lsm of 'strategy chod.ce would be centra.l to an
individual's reactions to these demands and, as a result,
should be of particular interest in the oontent of future
componential analysis and mental workload research.

Future
yielded

mental
by,

workload research based on 1:he findings
and using

to those
redress

investigative and analytical
employed in the present study,
the disarra:'iso evident in
in this field, and may produoe
adaptive oharacteristics of

technigues
would do

similar
much to

corrc-ampoz-az-yinvestigations
valuable insiahts into the
cognitive
workload.

task performance under conditions of varying
A development such as this could stand to
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benefit future research into the development of strategies
for reducing the mental workload experienced by individuals
having to perform co~plex cognitive tasks as part of their
work, i.e., operators of automated systems.

The present research.techniques of constraint free analysis
(through the clustering procedure) and componential model
and strategy formulation appear promising initial steps
towards a
of mental
cognitive

more comprehensive understanding of the concept
workload and its strategic implications on

task performance. As such the aims of the
present research, as broadly set out under the section
Hypothesis in Chapter 4, are generally supported.

Concluding comments

The theme of research conducted and reported through this
thesis is essentially simple, the research aims modest.
The requirement posed was an enhanced understanding of the
strategic implications of mental workload on oognitive task
performance; the investigation of a large set of
performance data using pre classificatory techniques of
variance analysis, in search of meaningful inter and
intraindividual strategio variations on the part of
subjects performing a stable cognitive ·task under
conditions of varying mental workload.

The background conceptual and theoretical issues reviewed
in Part 1 of this thesis are, however, far reaching. The
results yielded by the study have implications for each of
the many strands of research drawn together in this
review. Indeed, one of the oentral themes is the extent to
which the sums data, the sarnamethodological flawS and the
same erroneous assumptions are compounded into so many
strands of contemporary cognitive science.

The researr:h design adopted for this present research
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Attempts to compen.sat;efor some of these flaws and areas of
neglect. The design itself is not unusual, but the
controls for experiment~l demand characteristics and the
concern to avoid implicit strategy priming and response set
creation are important steps to minimise fUrther extraneous
influences.

By contrast, the analysis is both novel and explanatory.
The application of an appropriate cluster technique appears
to offer a significant development in the exploration of
information processing oomponerrta in, and strategies
employed for forced choice geomet,ricanalogy solution in
particular, and cognitive task solution in general.
Furthermore, the investigation of sUbjects' performance on
a stable cognitive phenomenon, i.e., the forced choice
geometric analogy task, under condi·tionsof varying mental
workload has provided valuable insights into the influence
of mental workload on cognitive task performance.

BY definition the sections Componential Analysis and
Mental Workload and Prospects for componential Analysis
and Mental Workload Research are speculative, but
speculation is an essential extension of the present
research context.

Perhaps the
presentation

major pr?position
is that unless

to emerge from this thesis
the,orists of cognitive

ergonomics in particular, and cognitive science in general,
choose to ignore approaches that lack conceptual and
methodological credibility, such as those identified in the
sections The Concept of Men'tal~lorkloadin Chapter 2 and
Conceptual and Methodological ISjues in Chapter 4, in
favour of more dynami.o research progranlmes,progress in
these fields is likely to be severely restricted.
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